Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale

Saturday, February 15, 2014
Fallon Livestock Exchange, Fallon, NV

Nevada Cattlemen’s Association
www.nevadacattlemen.org
Livestock Financing

WORKING FOR YOU
WORKING WITH YOU

We know the unique challenges faced by the cattle industry.

After all, we’ve specialized in agricultural financing, services and programs since 1916.

Strong, stable, secure — three more reasons ranchers like you have been trusting American AgCredit for over 90 years. And counting.

American AgCredit
MONEY FOR AGRICULTURE

RENO • ELKO • FALLON
ALTURAS • YREKA • TULELAKE

Call 800.800.4865 today or log on to AgLoan.com

A part of the Farm Credit system. Equal Opportunity Lender.
On behalf of the Fallon Bull Sale Committee, I would like you to consider this being your personal invitation to our 48th Annual Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale.

We pride ourselves on providing range ready bulls for the western U.S. and are thankful to our returning buyers and consignors for your continued support. Each year, we strive to work with past consignors and reach out to new consignors to help keep the quality of bulls we have achieved as part of this sale.

We feel with the offering in the catalog, you as a buyer can add significant value to your operation. As one of the best sales in the State, we hope to be able to meet the standards you set for your program. If there is something we can do to accommodate your program in this sale and future sales, please feel free to let the Fallon Bull Sale Committee know.

Thank you again to our loyal buyers and consignors from previous sales. I would also like to thank the Fallon Bull Sale Committee, the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association office staff and Churchill FFA for all your help in putting on a great sale.

We hope you enjoy the hospitality of the Fallon Community. Take the opportunity to watch the Invitational Stock Dog Trial, kick up your shoes at the Churchill County Cowbelles Dinner and Dance, visit with consignors about any bulls you may be interested in, and have a great weekend.

Best regards,

Chris Gansberg
Chairman, Fallon Bull Sale Committee
Special Room Rates Available at the Following Hotels:

- **Holiday Inn**
  For Reservations
  Please call 775-428-2588

- **Bonanza Inn & Casino**
  **Super 8 Motel**
  For Reservations
  Please Call 775-423-6031

---

**Pinenut Livestock Supply**
Sponsor of the Awards for the Top Overall Bull, Volume Buyer, and Best of Breeds

---

**Fallon Convention Center**
Sponsorship of Advertising for the Sale

---

**Grading and Sifting Committees**

---

**Churchill FFA**
For their continued dedication to the Fallon Bull Sale

---

**Hoof Beat Gates and Corrals**
Donation of Panels for the FFA Raffle

---

**Walco International Inc.**
Donors of Ear Tags for the Sale
Sale Terms and Conditions

1. Stock is held at buyer’s risk from the time of sale. Buyers will be responsible for making feed arrangements with Fallon Livestock Exchange for any bulls remaining on the sale grounds after 10:00 a.m. Sunday.

2. Buyers who can prove they purchased a bull, which is a non-breeder, should contact the consignor within 90 days of the sale. If the consignor cannot prove the bull to be a breeder, the consignor is to make satisfactory settlement with the purchaser. Except for transportation between the purchaser’s ranch and Fallon, which will be paid by the purchaser, all other expenses incurred, including transportation, vet examinations, and transfers will be paid by the consignor.

3. Sifted bulls may only be sold after the conclusion of the sale. All bull sale transactions must go through sale office.

4. Only bona-fide bids will be accepted. All buyers must obtain a buyer’s number from the office at Fallon Livestock Exchange prior to bidding. Misunderstandings or disputes as to bids will be settled by the auctioneer. If there is doubt as to the bid, the auctioneer will cancel all bids and reopen the sale of the lot. In bidding, no increase in bid of less than $5.00 will be considered on any bulls.

5. Terms of this sale are cash, check, or credit card and must be paid in full the day of the sale, unless other arrangements have been made with the Fallon Bull Sale Committee Chairman or Sale Secretary. Make checks payable to the order of: NEVADA CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION.

6. Sale sponsor will make every effort to conduct the sale in an honorable manner, will not allow false practice or false bidding, and will strive to protect buyer and seller in every way possible, but the sponsoring organization will not assume any liability whatsoever, under any circumstances.

7. No bulls will be released for shipment prior to the close of the sale for any reason (excepting for severe animal health reasons, e.g. broken leg).

8. The registration certificates and transfers will be mailed to the appropriate Breed Associations immediately after the sale by the sale office.

9. Buyer must obtain health certificate (in-state not required) from the Sale Veterinarian and a brand inspection from the Brand Inspector onsite before bulls will be released to buyer.

10. The sale will provide gifts for both buyers and consignors on the high selling bull and the buyers who spend the most money and purchase the most bulls.
SALE VETERINARIAN:
Randy Wallstrum, DVM is the Sale Veterinarian. Should you have questions regarding health requirements, you may contact Dr. Wallstrum at: Box 2001, Gardnerville, NV, 89410, 775-782-3855.

REQUIRED TESTS

1. **TRICHOMONIASIS**: All bulls must have a negative Trichomonas test within 30 days of the sale. A copy of the official laboratory report of the trichomonas tested bulls must be submitted with the health form.

2. **BVD TEST**: All bulls must have a negative test for persistent BVD infection by either ear-notch method or blood test method. This test can be done at any time and is good for the lifetime of the animal.

3. **SEMEN TESTING**: All bulls must be semen tested by a licensed veterinarian within 60 days prior to the sale. Test results must be turned in upon arrival along with other health documents. For bulls to be classified as Satisfactory Potential Breeders, they must pass the physical examination and equal or exceed the minimum thresholds in each of the following three categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scrotal Circumference</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Motility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 cm at ≤ 15 mo</td>
<td>&gt; 70 % Normal Sperm</td>
<td>&gt; 30 % Linear Motility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 cm at 16 - 18 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 cm at 19 - 21 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 cm at 25 mo or older</td>
<td>≥ 70% normal sperm</td>
<td>≥ 30% individual motility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   - **Satisfactory (S)**: Bulls which equal or surpass the minimum thresholds for scrotal circumference, sperm motility and sperm morphology, and which do not show genetic, infectious or other problems or faults which could compromise breeding or fertility.
   - **Unsatisfactory**: Bulls which are below one or more thresholds. Also, bulls which show genetic faults or irrevocable physical problems (including infectious disease) which would compromise breeding or fertility.

4. **BRUCELLOSIS**: Brucellosis testing is encouraged but not required. However, if a bull is purchased by someone from a state requiring brucellosis testing for entry and the bull does not have a certified brucellosis test, that bull will be subjected to the one day brucellosis test procedure in Fallon, and all expenses will be the buyer’s responsibility.

5. **TB**: TB testing is encouraged but not required. However, if a bull is purchased by someone from a state requiring TB testing for entry and the bull does not have a certified TB test, that bull will be subjected to the three day TB test procedure in Fallon, and all expenses will be the buyer’s responsibility. California TB status has been down-graded from a TB Free State to Modified Accredited status.

6. **GENETIC DISORDERS**: All bulls that are potential carriers of breed associations’ recognized genetic defects must be tested. Carriers are not eligible for the sale. **Results of the tests must be submitted by December 1, 2013.**

REQUIRED INJECTIONS

1. **CLOSTRIDIAL**: 8-Way vaccine within 60 days of the sale.

2. **RESPIRATORY VACCINE**: This vaccine must include Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis (IBR), Bovine Viral Diarrhea (BVD Type I and Type II), Parainfluenza (PI3), Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus (BRSV) within 60 days of the sale.

3. **IVERMECTIN**: All bulls must have an Ivermectin injection (1cc per 110 lbs) or pour on (1 cc per 22 lbs) within 60 days of the sale.

OFFICIAL INTERSTATE HEALTH CERTIFICATE

Each consignor must submit a “blanket” official interstate health certificate signed by a licensed veterinarian listing each individual animal in the consignment. (One official health certificate may cover all animals for an individual consignor.)

HEALTH FORMS

Health forms are mailed to the consignors in January 2014. All requirements must be met. A licensed veterinarian must fill out and sign the forms. **All tests must be completed and turned in with the brand inspection and health papers to the Sale Secretary by 5:00 pm on Thursday, February 13, 2014.** All bulls will be on one form.
Angus
Breed Average EPD and $Values – Spring 2014 Current Sires
CED 5, BW 1.7, WW 47, YW 84, RADG .16, YH .5, SC .73, Doc 10,
HP 8.6, CEM 8, Milk 23, MW 29, MH .3, $EN -2.94, CW 26, Marb .43,
RE .36, Fat .010, $W 30.77, $F 29.04, $G 27.80, $B 67.28

Balancer
January 2013 International Cattle Evaluation -
Balancer Active Sires
CE 11, BW 0.2, WW 63, YW 97, MK 26, TM 58, CED 7, ST 4, YG -0.10,
CW 28, RE 0.39, MB 0.25, FT -0.02, CV 40.47, FM 35.40

Hereford
2013 Spring Sire Summary – Proven Sires
CE 0.6, BW 3.5, WW 45, YW 74, MM 18, MG 41, MCE 1.0, MCW 65,
SC 0.7, FAT 0.002, REA 0.26, MARB 0.05, BMI$ 17, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 15,
CHB$ 21

Limousin
North American Limousin Foundation Current Sires of 2011-2013
Born Calves - Fall 2013 Genetic Evaluation
CED 7.9, BW 1.8, WW 45.5, YW 82.9, MA 22.7, CEM 3.8, SC 0.4, ST
18.9, DOC 16.7, CW 19.0, REA 0.51, YG -0.09, MARB -0.03, $MTI 43.6

Murray Grey
Average EPD’s Winter 2013 Sire Summary
BW 2.4, 200 Day 15, YW 22, MILK 3, MAT 11, SC -.10, CE -.09,
%IMF .00, REA .00, FAT .00, %RP .00

Gelbvieh
July 2013 International Cattle Evaluation – Gelbvieh Active Sires
CE 8, BW 1.3, WW 66, YW 90, MK 28, TM 61, CED 7, ST 5, YG -0.22,
CW 25, RE 0.39, MB -0.19, FT -0.07, CV -4.73, FM 28.35

Beefmaster
2013 Fall Sire Summary – Active Sires
BW 0.4, WW 11, YW 17, MILK 2, SC 0.2, REA 0.05, %IMF 0.0,
RIB FAT 0.00, RUMP FAT 0.01

Shorthorn
2013 American Shorthorn Association Sire Summary
CEDIR -0.9, CEDTRS -1.15, BW 1.8, WW 13.7, YW 22.7, MILK 1.9,
TOTM 8.7, CWT 0.1, BF -0.01, REA -0.01, MB 0.02

Lim-Flex
North American Limousin Foundation Current Lim-Flex Sires of
2011-2013 Born Calves - Fall 2013 Genetic Evaluation
CED 8.8, BW 0.3, WW 49.3, YW 94.7, MA 27.2, CEM 3.1, SC 0.4,
ST 17.8, DOC 13.0, CW 28.2, REA -0.02, YG 0.30, MARB 0.25,
$MTI 51.7

Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale
Invitational Stock Dog Trial
to benefit the fight against Cancer
February 14, 2014
7:30 AM
Fallon Livestock Exchange

Handers Draw Party: February 13, 2014

 Handlers Meeting: February 14, 7:00 AM

Stock dog Auction: February 14, 2014
to be held after Dinner at the Fallon Convention Center

For more info contact:
Billy Lewis (916) 517-2232

Three Classes
Open Class • Ranch Class • Futurity Class

Dogs to be sold at the Auction are trained by:
Kevin Hancock (Fallon, NV)
Shawn Mcgee (Auburn, NV)
Lorne & Paula Holmes (Red Bluff, NV)

All dogs to be shown in trial.

Thank You to our Sponsors:
DLC Ranch • Nevada Cattlemen’s Association
Fallon Livestock Exchange • Hoof Beats Gates & Corrals
Pinenet Livestock Supply • 7 Lazy 11 Murray Greys
Billy Lewis • Gayle Hybarger
Les Schwab Tire Center • Animal Health International
Carrie & Darrell Norcutt • John Mincer
Phil Allen was born and raised on a ranch in Escalante, Utah. In 1946, he moved to Antimony, where he met and married Billie Gleave. They are the parents of 4 children, 15 grandchildren, and 4 great grandchildren. Also in 1948, Phil got his own start in the cattle business. He bought one Registered Polled Hereford heifer. From that small beginning, the cow herd has grown into the largest and oldest Polled Hereford herd in the western United States. In those 65 years, he has had tremendous influence on the cattle industry in Utah and surrounding states. Phil has always used the very best genetics possible to improve his own cow herd and also to improve purebred and commercial cow herds throughout the West. He has a keen eye for quality and a sense of what the industry needs. Because of this, Phil Allen and Son Polled Herefords has sold cattle private treaty and at sales throughout the west for over 50 years, where they have been consistent winners and sale toppers. Cattle have sold into most states west of the Mississippi as well as into Canada and Mexico.

Phil is a leader in the livestock industry. He is a man of integrity and character, is a friend to everyone, and is looked to by breeders of all breeds for advice and wisdom on how to produce cattle that will work on the sometimes harsh Western ranges. He was one of the founding members of the Utah Polled Hereford Association and served as president for many years. He was also one of the founding members of the UBIA and has served as president and is a former Seed Stock Producer of the Year. He has judged the pens and carloads at the National Western Stock Show in Denver several times, as well as numerous fairs and shows in the Intermountain West. Phil is one of the original founding members of the Utah Polled Hereford Association and served as President for many years. He was also instrumental in the merger of the Utah Polled and Utah Horned Hereford Associations. Phil was one of the founding members of the Utah Beef Improvement Association and served as president of the Utah Cattlemen’s Association Legacy Award given to one person annually for their influence on Utah’s cattle industry. He was honored by the Ogden Pioneer Days Heritage Foundation on the National Day of the American Cowboy for his contribution to the livestock industry.

Phil was on the Antimony Town Board for over 20 years, first as board member then as Mayor. He is a former member of the Garfield County School Board and also served on the BLM Advisory Board. He is an active member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and is a former Bishop of the Antimony Ward. He continues to be involved in the day to day operation of the ranch, which he now runs in partnership with his son, Shannon.
**CONSIGNORS**

**Limousin**
Little Luckiamute Limousin

**Balancer**
Steve Smith Angus & Gelbvieh

**Angus**
Edd Price
Steve Smith Angus & Gelbvieh
Rose Ranch
Hone Ranch
Dana & Rena Weishaupt
Flying R J Ranch
White Angus
Westwind Ranch Angus
Potters Emmett Valley Ranch
Eagle Drift
Amador Angus
Schafer Ranch
Robison Ranch
Heluva Ranch
Main Station Field Lab, UNR-Reno
Wild West Angus Ranch
Flyin’ M Cattle Co.
Jon Swaner Angus Ranch
Cardey Ranches
Cooper Cattle
El Rancho Espanol deCuyama, No. 1, LLC

**Murray Grey**
7 Lazy 11

**Hereford**
Phil Allen & Son
Hutchens Herefords
Daniels Hereford Ranch
Brumley Farms
Hawley Harrison & Sons
Cooper Cattle

**Lim-Flex**
Little Luckiamute Limousin

**Beefmaster**
Silver State Beefmasters

**Shorthorn**
Cardey Ranches

---

**What are your dollars paying for?**

**The Bull On Test**

**Get More Bull for LESS Corn**

Mitch Cain
24551 Hwy 140 E
Dairy, OR 97625

(541) 545-6075
(c) 541-892-5900
wildwestangus.com

**Daniel & Pamela Doiron**

4660 Rice Road
Fallon, NV 89406

(775) 867-4099
lowery@phoenixwave.net

---
LOT #1  
LUCKIS DRIP DRY  
Calved 02/26/2012 Tattoo LLLG 5 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Polled, Double Blk  
JCL LODESTAR 27L  
LUCKIS ULTIMATE  
LUCKIS SHAMIE  
LUCKI’S MR HI LITER  
LUCKIS PUDDLES  
LUCKI’S MUD WATERS  
CED 7, BW 2.0, WW 48, YW 87, MA 23, CEM 4, SC 0.0  
ADJ BTH 73, ADJ WNG 823, ADJ YLG 1196, ADJ SC 32.68, DOC 1  
Birth weight: 73  
A black, polled purebred Limousin, very calm and gentle.

LOT #2  
LUCKIS SLOW RIDER  
Calved 03/03/2012 Tattoo LLLG 10 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Polled, Double Blk  
JCL LODESTAR 27L  
LUCKIS ULTIMATE  
LUCKIS SHAMIE  
KOLT DURANGO 5H  
LUCKI’S MOLASSES  
LUCKI’S HONEY-N-SPICE  
CED 9, BW 1.1, WW 45, YW 83, MA 21, CEM 5, SC -0.2  
ADJ BTH 82, ADJ WNG 829, ADJ YLG 1149, ADJ SC 32.96, DOC 1  
Birth weight: 82  
A moderate framed black, polled purebred Limousin.

LOT #3  
LUCKIS WIPE OUT  
Calved 03/08/2012 Tattoo LLLG 13 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Polled, Homo Blk (P)  
JCL LODESTAR 27L  
LUCKIS ULTIMATE  
LUCKIS SHAMIE  
KOLT DURANGO 5H  
LUCKIS RAGTIME  
LUCKI’S MONEYTIME  
CED 7, BW 1.6, WW 45, YW 88, MA 15, CEM 5, SC 0.0  
ADJ BTH 81, ADJ WNG 823, ADJ YLG 1127, ADJ SC 34.19, DOC 1  
Birth weight: 81  
A homozygous black, polled purebred. Very long and well muscled.

LOT #4  
LUCKIS TINY  
Calved 03/18/2012 Tattoo LLLG 23 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Polled, Homo Blk (P)  
JCL LODESTAR 27L  
LUCKIS ULTIMATE  
LUCKIS SHAMIE  
CIC NINJA 211N  
LUCKIS TRINKET  
LUCKIS LACQUER  
CED 9, BW 1.3, WW 44, YW 85, MA 20, CEM 6, SC 0.1  
ADJ BTH 82, ADJ WNG 827, ADJ YLG 1147, ADJ SC 33.66, DOC 1  
Birth weight: 82  
A homozygous black, polled purebred with good growth and muscle in a moderate frame.

LOT #5  
SGS SMIT FOCUS PRIDE 209Z  
Calved 02/22/2012 SGS209Z  
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT  
Black, Polled  
MYTTY IN FOCUS  
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326  
EXAR LASS 2694  
SPUR BERETTA 703G  
PMG POP MUZIC P1P ET  
LJS ROSIE LADY ET  
CE 10, BW -0.6, WW 60, YW 88, MK 29, TM 59, CED 7.6, YG 0.03, CW 26, RE 0.21, MB -0.02, FT 0.01, CV 14.33, FM 29.12  
Birth Weight: 77  
A well balanced bull that should work really well with any herd, check his numbers and I am sure you will agree.

LOT #6  
SGS SMIT FOCUS STAR 203Z  
Calved 02/13/2012 SGS203Z  
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT  
Red, Polled  
MYTTY IN FOCUS  
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326  
EXAR LASS 2694  
JDPD ROLEX 151M  
JDPD MISS MARGIE 66R  
HAD MISS MARGE 2143 M ET  
CE 11, BW -0.3, WW 52, YW 78, MK 32, TM 58, CED 8.2, YG -0.11, CW 19, RE 0.23, MB 0.12, FT -0.04, CV 20.40, FM 25.87  
Birth Weight: 77  
A deep, thick Focus son. Long and trim with no waste and great eye appeal. Don’t overlook this one.
4 Black, Polled Purebred Limousins

4 Black, Polled 50% Lim-Flex

We have consigned 8 of our best bulls to the 2014 NCA Fallon Bull Sale

This is our first year to bring Lim-Flex, the Angus – Limousin hybrid that adds length and muscle to your calves while improving feed efficiency and grade.

Our Lim-Flex bulls are 50% - ½ Black, Polled Limousin, ½ Black Angus.

Little Luckiamute Limousin

Ves & Marge Garner
4952 North Road I, Vale, OR 97918

(541) 473-2333 or (541) 216-1780 www.luckilimo.com
LOT #7
SGS SMIT FOCUS POWER 220Z
Calved 3/24/2012 SGS220Z
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT
Black, Polled

MYTTY IN FOCUS
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
EXAR LASS 2694
SLC FREEDOM 178F ET
SGS SMIT FREEDOM PRIDE 7N
HFCD MISS HIGH VOLTAGE E027
CE 10, BW 0.5, WW 55, YW 97, MK 26, TM 53, CED 7.3, YG -0.09, CW 25,
RE 0.22, MB 0.02, FT -0.04, CV 19.75, FM 40.45
Birth Weight: 82

220Z is a moderate bull that will produce calves of the same type. Calves will be
thick and moderate and perform well. Excellent EPD’s.

LOT #8
DDCC DDCC MR CARDEY 566Z
Calved 12/01/2012 DDCC566Z
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
Black, Polled

MYTTY IN FOCUS
JRI BLUEPRINT 270W22
JRI MS DAISY DUKE 270R82
DDCC MR CARDEY 30788 ET
DDCC MS CARDEY 5333
CE 10, BW -0.4, WW 57, YW 84, MK 21, TM 49, CED 8.0, YG -0.04, CW 19,
RE 0.05, MB 0.16, FT -0.03, CV 22.70, FM 27.60
Birth Weight 81, Actual WW 690, Actual YW 1130

LOT #9
DDCC DDCC MR. CARDEY 570Z
Calved 11/30/2012 DDCC570Z
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA
Black, Polled

MYTTY IN FOCUS
JRI BLUEPRINT 270W22
JRI MS DAISY DUKE 270R82
JRI FREE RISK 285L80
DDCC MS CARDEY 7771S
DDCC MS CARDEY 5333
CE 13, BW -1.7, WW 58, YW 87, MK 20, TM 49, CED 8.5, YG -0.05, CW 19,
RE 0.04, MB 0.10, FT -0.03, CV 16.61, FM 29.75
Birth Weight 83, Actual WW 670, Actual YW 1105

LOT #10
PRICE TROUBADOUR Z3
Calved 1/26/2012 LE/RE Z3
Owner: Edd Price, Nyssa, OR

OAK HOLLOW TROUBADOUR 1118
OAK HOLLOW 7709 OF 1318 1118
OAK HOLLOW BLACKCAP 1318
PAR TRAVELER 6802 OF 807
PRICE BARBARAMERE JET 514
PAR BARBARAMERE JET 10
CED 7, BW 1.5, WW 39, YW .1, SC .36, DOC 5, CEM 8, MILK 18,
$EN 9.53, $F 12.62, $W 27.22
Actual Birth Weight: 80

Troubadour Z3 is a calving bull with below herd average in BW and CED EPD’s,
yet above average in $Wean and $EN EPD’s.

LOT #11
PRICE BIG JAKE Z14
Calved 3/02/2012 LE/RE Z14
Owner: Edd Price, Nyssa, OR

OAK HOLLOW 7709 OF 1318 1118
PRICE PONY BOB 115
PAR BARBARAMERE NELL 102
PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE ROSE 908
PRICE ROSE 711
CED 4, BW 2.2, WW 46, YW 81, CEM 8, MILK 20, $EN .82, $F 24.02, $W 26.74
Actual Birth Weight: 81

Big Jake Z14 was a stand-out as a calf and he still is today. His nickname is
“stud”.

STEVE SMITH
ANGUS & GELBVIEH
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LOT #12  
**PRICE BIG TIME Z26**  
Calved 3/16/2012 LE/RE Z26
Owner: Edd Price, Nyssa, OR
OAK HOLLOW 7709 OF 1318 1118
PRICE PONY BOB 115
PAR BARBARAMERE NELL 102
PRICE MONTANA VALUE 421
PRICE BEAUTY 901
PRICE BEAUTY 413
CED 7, BW 1.2, WW 47, YW 81, CEM 10, MILK 21, $EN -49, SF 23.58, $W 30.10
Actual Birth Weight: 71
Big Time Z26 – check this bull out. He speaks for himself!

LOT #13  
**PRICE THE DUKE Z27**  
Calved 5/16/2012 LE/RE Z27
Owner: Edd Price, Nyssa, OR
K C F BENNETT TOTAL
PRICE TOTAL 103
PRICE BEAUTY 413
J R ZOOMER
P A R QUEEN MOTHER 601
BASIN QUEEN MOTHER 5945
CED 6, BW 1.7, WW 37, YW 59, CEM 9, MILK 22, $EN 7.76, SF 3.97, $W 29.31
Actual Birth Weight: 82
Duke Z27 is out of a 16 year old cow. She is the granddam of both our Midland Test winning bull in 2007 and the runner up in 2006.

LOT #14  
**PRICE CARSON Z24**  
Calved 3/16/2012 LE/RE Z24
Owner: Edd Price, Nyssa, OR
OAK HOLLOW 7709 OF 1318 1118
PRICE PONY BOB 115
PAR BARBARAMERE NELL 102
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
PRICE BARBARMERE JET 611
P A R BARBARMERE JET 10
CED 10, BW -.2, WW 45, YW 82, CEM 11, MILK 22, $EN .83, SF 17.72, $W 32.71
Actual Birth Weight: 76
Note CED +10 and BW -.2, plus WW 45. My objective of calving ease with good growth was met with this bull.

LOT #15  
**PRICE CEDAR RIDGE 305**  
Calved 2/19/2013 LE/RE Z35
Owner: Edd Price, Nyssa, OR
COLE CREEK BLACK CEDAR 46P
COLE CREEK CEDAR RIDGE 1V
COLE CREEK CLOVANADA 495
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
PRICE ROSE 711
PAR ROSE 103
CED 6, BW 2.9, WW 45, YW 80, YH .6, DOC 22, CEM 7, MILK 28, $EN -9.81, SF 23.33, $W 25.66
Actual Birth Weight: 89
Cedar Ridge 305 – I like the potential of this bull so much I decided to bring him to Fallon as a yearling so you could use him an extra year.

LOT #16  
**SMIT FOCUS THUNDER 1258**  
Calved 2/13/2012 LE/RE 1258
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT
MYTTY IN FOCUS
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326
EXAR LASS 2694
BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 1407
SMIT DESIGN LADY 827
V D A R POLLY 6018
CED 8, BW 1.4, WW 40, YW 82, CEM 10, MILK 25, $EN -4.16, SF 26.08, $W 23.82
Birth Weight: 79
A real rancher’s type of bull. Excellent length and depth, along with tremendous bone and muscle. A calving ease bull. Here’s the bull for you. Good EPD’s.

LOT #17  
**SMIT GRIDMAKER PRIDE 1217**  
Calved 1/30/2012 LE/RE 1217
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT
G A R GRID MAKER
BLUE STON GRIDMAKER 9033
BLUE STON ROYAL QUEEN 1303
MANNING SELMA ALLIANCE 11
SMIT ALLIANCE BABE 889
SMIT LEAD QUEEN 574
CED 3, BW 2.8, WW 62, YW 108, RADG .06, CEM 8, MILK 21, $EN -9.77, CW 26, MARB .41, RE .53, FAT -.005, $F 45.25, $G 30.77, $QG 22.63, $YG 8.14, $W 28.29, $B 66.42
Birth Weight: 83
A good, solid, smooth Gridmaker son. Well balanced with excellent EPD’s.

LOT #18  
**SMIT GRIDMAKER POWER 1247**  
Calved 3/24/2012 LE/RE 1247
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT
G A R GRID MAKER
BLUE STON GRIDMAKER 9033
BLUE STON ROYAL QUEEN 1303
JAYNBEE NEW DESIGN 036-177M
SMIT MISS DESIGN 440
MISS SMITH
CED 5, BW 2.4, WW 39, YW 90, CEM 8, MILK 23, $EN -4.92, SF 35.06, $W 17.20
Birth Weight: 82
A tremendous son of Gridmaker. It’s hard to find a flaw in this bull. He’s deep, thick, and correct with excellent balanced EPD’s.

LOT #19  
**SMIT GRIDMAKER PRIDE 1235**  
Calved 2/14/2012 LE/RE 1235
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT
G A R GRID MAKER
BLUE STON GRIDMAKER 9033
BLUE STON ROYAL QUEEN 1303
JAYNBEE NEW DESIGN 036-177M
SMIT MISS DESIGN 449
V D A R PRIDE 6206
CED 4, BW 2.8, WW 47, YW 85, CEM 8, MILK 25, $EN -5.32, SF 26.38, $W 25.55
Birth Weight: 82
A top notch bull with great growth and thickness. He will add pounds to your herd. Take a look at his EPD’s.
LOT #20  **SMIT GRIDMAKER POWER 1237**
Calved 1/12/2012 LE/RE 1237
Owner: Steve Smith Angus & Gelbviehs, Steven Smith, Lehi, UT
G A R GRID MAKER  
BLUE STON GRIDMAKER 9033  
BLUE STON ROYAL QUEEN 1303  
VERMILION DATELINE 7078  
SMIT VERMILION LADY 823  
V D A R POLLY 6018  
CED 4, BW 5.5, WW 55, YW 101, RADG .04, CEM 10, MILK 19, $EN -4.69  
Birth Weight: 83
A well balanced bull that should work really well with any herd, check his EPD's and I am sure you will agree.

LOT #23  **SMIT GRIDMAKER PRIDE 1227**
Calved 4/03/2012 LE/RE 1227
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT  
G A R GRID MAKER  
BLUE STON GRIDMAKER 9033  
BLUE STON ROYAL QUEEN 1303  
JAYNBEE NEW DESIGN 036-177M  
SMIT MISS DESIGN 451  
G A R SLEEP EASY 1483  
CED 4, BW 3.1, WW 33, YW 64, RADG .05, CEM 9, MILK 22, $EN 5.62, $F 10.82, $W 19.68
Impressive depth and center body dimension. Gridmaker Pride is a stout, thick made bull. He has the pedigree and eye-appeal to produce cattle for the future.

LOT #24  **SMIT FOCUS THUNDER 1219**
Calved 3/21/2012 LE/RE 1219
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT  
MYTTY IN FOCUS  
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326  
EXAR LASS 2694  
D A J S ECPLORER J95  
SMIT DIXIE CHICK 260  
SMIT MISS ROUDY 005  
CED 5, BW 2.0, WW 52, YW 85, RADG .11, CEM 9, MILK 21, $EN -2.27, CW 24, MARB .13, RE .02, FAT .004, $F 25.94, $G 13.31, $QG 11.47, $YG 1.84, $W 31.45, $B 49.94
Birth weight: 80
This bull is deep, thick and packed with muscle. An attractive, sound, super footed bull that should make tremendous replacement females. Excellent EPD's.

LOT #25  **SMIT FOCUS PRIDE 1210**
Calved 2/15/2012 LE/RE 1210
Owner: Rose Ranch, Travis Smith, Cedar Fort, UT  
MYTTY IN FOCUS  
V N A R IN FOCUS 7326  
EXAR LASS 2694  
SMIT MISS SEXY DESIGN 479  
SMIT LUCY STAR 816  
CED 7, BW 1.6, WW 42, YW 77, RADG .14, CEM 8, MILK 24, $EN -2.73, CW 25, MARB .24, RE .01, FAT .004, $F 21.25, $G 18.05, $QG 16.52, $YG 1.53, $W 27.03, $B 55.74
Birth weight: 78
Stout, powerful, extra athleticism and bounce in his step. An awesome individual stack for calving ease. Has impressive eye appeal.

LOT #26  **SILVERSTATE IRONMOUNTAIN 251**
Calved 3/09/2012 LE/RE 251
Owner: Hone Ranch, Charlie Hone, Minden, NV  
TC GRIDIRON 258  
S A V IRON MOUNTAIN 8066  
S A V MADAME PRIDE 3249  
SITZ TIMELINE 9004  
SILVER STATE NOEL 1055  
SILVER STATE NOEL 657  
CED 0, BW 4.7, WW 51, YW 92, RADG .14, YH .6, SC .69, CEM 4, MILK 16, $EN 1.27, $W 19.81, $F 37.04
Birth weight: 86

**ANGUS**
**Lot #27**

**SILVER STATE WINDY 260**

- **Calved**: 8/11/2012 LE/RE 260
- **Owner**: Hone Ranch, Charlie Hone, Minden, NV
- **H A R B WINDY 702 JH**<br>**APEX WINDY 078**<br>**APEXETTE LUCY 6037**<br>**S A V DUKE 6242**<br>**SILVER STATE BLACKBIRD 887**<br>**SILVER STATE BLACKBIRD 0066**
- **CED 4, BW 1.4, WW 55, YW 89, YH .3, SC .96, CEM 7, MILK 27, $EN -10.89, $W 38.70, $F 31.16**
- **Birth weight**: 76

**Lot #28**

**SILVER STATE PIONEER 267**

- **Calved**: 8/30/2012 LE/RE 267
- **Owner**: Hone Ranch, Charlie Hone, Minden, NV
- **S A V PIONEER 7301**<br>**GRANGER PIONEER 052**<br>**GRANGER PRIDE 892**<br>**LEADORE MABEY 8173**<br>**SILVER STATE MELODY 289**<br>**PIPERS MELODY P440**
- **CED 3, BW 2.2, WW 51, YW 86, YH .4, SC .85, CEM 7, MILK 21, $EN -2.05, CW 20, MARB .31, RE .52, FAT .013, $W 31.71, $F 29.22, $SQG 20.13, $YG 7.09, $B 61.46**
- **Birth weight**: 82

**Lot #29**

**SILVER STATE PIONEER 276**

- **Calved**: 9/22/2012 LE/RE 276
- **Owner**: Hone Ranch, Charlie Hone, Minden, NV
- **S A V PIONEER 7301**<br>**GRANGER PIONEER 052**<br>**GRANGER PRIDE 892**<br>**LEADORE HERO BILL 2232**<br>**SILVER STATE QUEEN 482**<br>**SILVER STATE QUEEN 0064**
- **CED 1, BW 3.5, WW 51, YW 76, YH .2, SC .89, CEM 7, MILK 20, $EN 3.65, CW 8, MARB .23, RE .28, FAT -.001, $W 32.28, $F 16.92, $G 24.26, $SQG 16.59, $YG 7.67, $B 40.81**
- **Birth weight**: 84

**Lot #30**

**SILVER STATE PIONEER 279**

- **Calved**: 9/28/2012 LE/RE 279
- **Owner**: Hone Ranch, Charlie Hone, Minden, NV
- **S A V PIONEER 7301**<br>**GRANGER PIONEER 052**<br>**GRANGER PRIDE 892**<br>**S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004**<br>**SILVER STATE KARAMA 812**<br>**SILVER STATE NEW TREND 6054**
- **CED -1, BW 4.0, WW 51, YW 87, RADG .11, YH .5, SC 1.11, CEM 6, MILK 25, $EN -7.69, CW 22, MARB .35, RE .35, FAT .036, $W 27.74, $F 30.59, $G 24.04, $SQG 21.90, $YG 2.14, $B 60.99**
- **Birth weight**: 86

**Lot #31**

**K D K DEANNY DATELINE 08**

- **Calved**: 2/16/2012 LE/RE 113
- **Owner**: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
- **THOMAS DATELINE 5458**<br>**DEANS DATELINE 9523**<br>**YOUNKIN LASS 6413**<br>**O B D TONTO 64**<br>**MISS PRITTS PRITSY**<br>**MISS PRITT TYS**
- **Birth weight**: 84, WW 600, YW 895

**Lot #32**

**K D K DEANNY SCOTCH CAP 15**

- **Calved**: 2/11/2012 LE/RE 114
- **Owner**: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
- **THOMAS DATELINE 5458**<br>**DEANS DATELINE 9523**<br>**YOUNKIN LASS 6413**<br>**SCOTCH CAP M&M 663**<br>**O B D SCOTCH CAPS ERICA 15**<br>**NELSON MISS ENVOY 3339**
- **Birth weight**: 75, WW 705, YW 925

**Lot #33**

**K D K WESTWIND RITO 44**

- **Calved**: 2/17/2012 LE/RE 115
- **Owner**: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
- **THOMAS DATELINE 5458**<br>**DEANS DATELINE 9523**<br>**YOUNKIN LASS 6413**<br>**KK STAR FLYER 207**<br>**K D K STAR PRINCESS**<br>**L S R 907 BLACKCAP WEST**
- **Birth weight**: 84, WW 670, YW 875

**Lot #34**

**K D K NEW DESIGN LUCY 78**

- **Calved**: 2/19/2012 LE/RE 117
- **Owner**: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
- **THOMAS DATELINE 5458**<br>**DEANS DATELINE 9523**<br>**YOUNKIN LASS 6413**<br>**SMIT NEW DAY POWER 627**<br>**K D K NEW DESIGN BESS**<br>**BABE’S NEW DESIGN ROSE 13**
- **Birth weight**: 90, WW 695, YW 865

**Lot #35**

**K D K EMULATION LUCY 86**

- **Calved**: 3/11/2012 LE/RE 118
- **Owner**: Dana & Rena Weishaupt, Fallon, NV
- **THOMAS DATELINE 5458**<br>**DEANS DATELINE 9523**<br>**YOUNKIN LASS 6413**<br>**SMIT NEW DAY POWER 627**<br>**KDK RIVERBEND EMULATION 133**<br>**HUTCHINGS BLACKCAP 9609**
- **Birth weight**: 94, WW 565, YW 775
**LOT #36**

**RJR AVENGER 202**

Calved 7/20/2012 Freeze Brand 202  
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O C C LEGEND 616L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L L LEGEND 616L-0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPK 878 ERICA EMPRESS 7036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPK DATELINE IN FOCUS 8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L L MS VERONA IN FOCUS 0757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPK FAMES VERONA 3057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Birth Weight: 74#

---

**LOT #37**

**RJR LEADER 9794-204**

Calved 8/25/2012 Freeze Brand 204  
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONNEALY LEADTIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONNEALY LEAD ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIGENCE PLUS OF CONANGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODHILL FORESIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 6930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 7615</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CED 2, BW 2.5, WW 51, YW 90, CEM 7, MILK 27, $EN -12.63, CW 30, MARB .63, RE .46, FAT -.016, $F 32.23, $G 38.42, $QG 30.80, $YG 7.62, $W 28.12, $B 81.07

Birth Weight: 78#

---

**LOT #38**

**RJR NEW LOOK OUT 805-214**

Calved 9/02/2012 Freeze Brand 214  
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAR NEW LOOK 2971</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RJR AVIATOR NEW LOOK 805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G A R PRECISION 770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B C LOOKOUT 7024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC-7024-ABIGALE-6021-911B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B C C ABIGALE 854E 6062-6021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

**LOT #39**

**RJR LEAD ON LEO 9794-221**

Calved 8/24/2012 Freeze Brand 221  
Owner: Flying R J Ranch, Rick & Jerrie Libby, Live Oak, CA  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONNEALY LEADTIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONNEALY LEAD ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIGENCE PLUS OF CONANGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODHILL FORESIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 6930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THUNDER HILL KINDNESS 7615</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Birth Weight: 82#

---

**LOT #40**

**WHITE TRAVELER BUDDY 2019**

Calved 3/12/2012 LE/RE 001  
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRICE TRAVELER 706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAHS AMPLE 53-5095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMBERLAIN’S BLACKBIRD1019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMBERLAIN’S BLACKBIRD 822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CED 10, BW -1.4, WW 36, YW 73, YH .4, SC .78, CEM 10, MILK 19, $EN 5.66, $W 25.37, $F 19.37

Birth Weight 61#, Adj WW 675#, Adj Yr Wt 1078#  
Good Heifer Bull

---

**LOT #41**

**WHITE EXPECTATION 2022**

Calved 1/28/2012 LE/RE 006  
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOAHS AMPLE 53-5095</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM NOAHS CALDWELL 13-8106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM NOAHS BLACKBIRD 8106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAHS ABYSS 110-867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMBERLAIN’S PRIDE 1022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMBERLAIN’S PRIDE 604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CED 3, BW 1.9, WW 37, YW 72, YH 9, SC .69, CEM 3, MILK 19, $EN 5.43, CW 18, MARB .44, RE .24, FAT -.021, $W 21.76, $F 17.83, $QG 24.57, $YG 7.59, $B 61.58

Birth Weight 85#, Adj WW 785#, Adj Yr Wt 1215#
**LOT #42  WHITE HERO 2023**
Calved 3/14/2012 LE/RE 002
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR
PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633
CHAMBERLAIN’S HERO 811
CHAMBERLAIN’S CHOICE 1023
NOAHS CHOICE 933
CED -2, BW 3.8, WW 47, YW 86, YH 1.1, SC 1.11, CEM 1, MILK 23, $EN -6.31, $W 21.09, $F 29.35
Birth Weight 95#, Adj WW 818#, Adj Yr Wt 1285#

**LOT #43  WHITE IRONSTONE 2132**
Calved 3/18/2012 LE/RE 004
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR
C A FUTURE DIRECTION 5321
R/M IRONSTONE 4047
B/R RUBY OF TIFFANY 5144
101 UDDER PERFECTION R244
101 UDDER PERFECTION N716
CED -5, BW 4.5, WW 44, YW 83, YH .6, SC .46, CEM 2, MILK 21, $EN -1.65, $W 17.85, $F 27.21
Birth Weight 95#, Adj WW 650#, Adj Yr Wt 1095#

**LOT #44  WHITE STANDARD 2135**
Calved 3/04/2012 LE/RE 005
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR
BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 1407
LCC NEW STANDARD
LCC SUNSET K3118
DERRY VRD 474N
PLAINVIEW ELBA F180
PLAINVIEW ELBA D51
CED 10, BW .3, WW 44, YW 90, YH .5, SC .49, CEM 10, MILK 33, $EN -21.25, CW 25, MARB .52, RE .41, FAT .04, $W 25.66, $F 35.47, $G 32.13, $QG 27.35, $YG 4.78, $B 70.11
Birth Weight 79#, Adj WW 717#, Adj Yr Wt 1194#

**LOT #45  WHITE ALLIANCE 2703**
Calved 3/03/2012 LE/RE 010
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR
PRICE TRAVELER 706
PRICE SLEEP WELL BUDDY 913
PRICE QUEEN MOTHER 633
SITZ ALLIANCE 6595
PRICE BABBARAMERE JET 703
P A R BABBARAMERE JET 10
CED 2, BW 2.7, WW 44, YW 84, YH 1.0, SC 1.04, CEM 7, MILK 23, $EN -5.29, $W 22.11, $F 28.37
Birth Weight 100#, Adj WW 794#, Adj Yr Wt 1269#

**LOT #46  WHITE CALDWELL CHOICE 2000**
Calved 1/24/2012 LE/RE 007
Owner: White Angus, Ray W. & Betty E. White, Nyssa OR
NOAHS AMPLER 53-5095
NM NOAHS CALDWELL 13-8106
NM NOAHS BLACK BIRD 8106
NOAHS AMPLER 53-5095
CHAMBERLAIN’S CHOICE 1000
CHAMBERLAIN’S CHOICE 823
CED 3, BW .9, WW 38, YW 67, YH 1.09, SC 1.11, CEM 1, MILK 19, $EN 8.01, CW 19, MARB .37, RE .32, FAT .04, $W 27.08, $F 29.71, $G 21.84, $YG 7.87, $B 60.43
Birth Weight 79#, Adj WW 779#, Adj Yr Wt 1145#

**LOT #47  WESTWIND UNLIMITED DJH 263**
Calved 11/02/2012 LE/RE 263
Owner: Westwind Ranch Angus, David J. Holden, Oroville, CA
EXAR 263C
BASIN UNLIMITED 009X
BASIN TROJAN ERICA 6U35
C R A BEXTOR 872 5205 608
WULFFS BANDS SARITA 077
WULFFS BANDS SARITA 750
CED 11, BW -5.5, WW 44, YW 85, YH 0.44, SC 1.11, DOC 1, CEM 13, MILK 31, WW 32, MH .5, $EN -11.68, CW 18, MARB .68, RE .61, FAT .003, $F 29.54, $G 41.70, $QG 32.20, $YG 9.50, $W 33.22, $B 71.15
Birth Weight: 76

**LOT #48  WESTWIND UPWARD DJH 211**
Calved 1/16/2012 LE/RE 211
Owner: Westwind Ranch Angus, David J. Holden, Oroville, CA
CONNEALY ONWARD
SITZ UPWARD 307R
SITZ HENRIETTA PRIDE 81M
G A R EXPECTATION 4915
RITA 3X29 OF 2536 EXP
G A R PRECISION 2536
CED 7, BW 2.5, WW 61, YW 115, RADG .14, YH .4, SC .06, DOC 10, CEM 11, MILK 36, WW 68, MH .7, $EN -25.96, CW 48, MARB .41, RE .61, FAT .004, $F 53.88, $G 26.79, $QG 22.63, $YG 4.16, $W 31.91, $B 76.67
Birth Weight: 75

**LOT #49  PEV FINAL PRODUCT 9Z2**
Calved 9/08/2012 Tattoo LE/RE 9Z2
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID
CONNEALY PRODUCT 568
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471
N BAR EMULATION EXT
PEV EXT EFFIE 9P4
PEV ON LINE EFFIE 9M4
CED 0, BW 3.0, WW 52, YW 96, CEM 8, MILK 32, $EN -22.40, CW 32, MARB .24, RE .52, FAT .04, $F 38.98, $G 18.29, $QG 16.52, $YG 1.77, $W 25.46, $B 63.63
BIRTH WEIGHT: 93#

A growthy, long-sided bull that is rugged and sound footed.
**LOT #50**

**PEV FINAL PRODUCT 11Z3**

Calved 10/01/2012 Tattoo LE/RE 11Z3
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

CONNEALY PRODUCT 568
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471
BON VIEW NEW DESIGN 878
PEV ND 878 QUEEN 11N1
PEV MAYOR QUEEN 11L1

CED -1, BW 3.7, WW 52, YW 91, CEM 6, MILK 32, $EN -20.13, CW 33, MARB .43, RE .56, FAT .032, $F 32.96, $G 27.35, $QG 24.21, $YG 3.14, $W 25.89, $B 73.24

BIRTH WEIGHT: 90#

A smooth made, well balanced bull with outstanding carcass merit.

---

**LOT #51**

**PEV FINAL PRODUCT 21Z2**

Calved 8/27/2012 Tattoo LE/RE 21Z2
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

CONNEALY PRODUCT 568
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471
WOODHILL FORESIGHT
PEV FST BARBARAMERENELL 21X4
SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 705P

CED 1, BW 2.6, WW 64, YW 111, CEM 7, MILK 34, $EN -32.21, $F 51.93, $W 30.87

BIRTH WEIGHT: 85#

High growth, thick made bull with bold rib shape and a wide quarter.

---

**LOT #52**

**PEV FINAL PRODUCT 21Z6**

Calved 9/09/2012 Tattoo LE/RE 21Z6
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

CONNEALY PRODUCT 568
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471
BRUSETT MAYOR 59
PEV MYR BARBARAMERENELL 21T2
SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 704P

CED 1, BW 2.5, WW 55, YW 98, CEM 6, MILK 33, $EN -24.75, $F 40.00, $W 28.70

BIRTH WEIGHT: 70#

A moderate framed, smooth fronted calving ease bull.

---

**LOT #53**

**PEV FINAL PRODUCT 21Z7**

Calved 9/09/2012 Tattoo LE/RE 21Z7
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

CONNEALY PRODUCT 568
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471
BRUSETT MAYOR 59
PEV MYR BARBARAMERENELL 21T2
SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 704P

CED 1, BW 2.5, WW 55, YW 98, CEM 6, MILK 33, $EN -24.75, $F 40.00, $W 28.70

BIRTH WEIGHT: 75#

Super complete, calving ease bull with plenty of muscle.

---

**LOT #54**

**PEV FINAL PRODUCT 84Z2**

Calved 9/07/2012 Tattoo LE/RE 84Z2
Owner: Potter’s Emmett Valley Ranch, Kevin Potter, Emmett, ID

CONNEALY PRODUCT 568
CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT
EBONISTA OF CONANGA 471
BRUSETT MAYOR 59
PEV MAYOR BLACKCAP 84P1
P E V EXT LADY 84L2

CED 3, BW 1.5, WW 48, YW 91, CEM 9, MILK 34, $EN -23.01, CW 28, MARB .35, RE .42, FAT .040, $F 34.81, $G 22.34, $QG 21.16, $YG 1.18, $W 27.71, $B 63.23

BIRTH WEIGHT: 86#

Moderate sized, calving ease bull with tremendous thickness.
**LOT #56**

**EAGLE DRIFT MANDATE 267**

Calved 4/10/2012 LE/RE 267  
Owner: Eagle Drift, Ed & Kathie Dayen, Richland, OR  
S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26  
SYDGEN MANDATE 6079  
SYDGEN GINA 4235  
B/R NEW FRONTIER 095  
E D R NEW FRONTIER 858  
EAGLE DRIFT BEAUTY EXT 029

CED 7, BW 2.6, WW 58, YW 103, CEM 8, MILK 27, $EN -14.81, $F 41.33, $W 28.60

Birth weight: 86

Cowman’s kind. Great conformation. Milk 24. 2.5 BEPD

---

**LOT #57**

**EAGLE DRIFT NEW DAY 263**

Calved 4/04/2012 LE/RE 263  
Owner: Eagle Drift, Ed & Kathie Dayen, Richland, OR  
BOYD NEW DAY 8005  
B/R NEW DAY 454  
B/R RUBY 1224  
MYTTY IN FOCUS  
E D R MISS IN FOCUS 852  
EAGLE DRIFT MISS 9228 654

CED 7, BW 1.7, WW 52, YW 95, CEM 9, MILK 25, $EN -9.24, $F 35.02, $W 28.49

Birth weight: 82

Out of a very good mytty in focus dam. Milk 25. 1.5 BEPD

---

**LOT #58**

**AMADOR PREDOMINANT 19 2936**

Calved 9/11/2012 LE/RE 2936  
Owner: Amador Angus & Farms, Inc., Ed Amador, Modesto, CA  
S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004  
S A V 004 PREDOMINANT 4438  
S A V EMBLYNETTE 1182  
G A R INTEGRITY  
AMADOR LADY ERICA 6856  
R P F LADY ERICA J57

CED 15, BW -.2, WW 43, YW 77, RADG .16, YH 0, SC .41, Doc -9, CEM 15, MILK 27, MW 8, MH .2, $EN -50, CW 18, MARB .42, RE .21, FAT .005, $F 20.81, $G 28.41, $SQG 23.84, $YG 4.57, $W 37.13, $B 57.62

Birth weight: 70

Heifer bull with negative birth weight and CED and CEM in the top 1% of the breed. Also has a $W in the top 5%.

---

**LOT #59**

**AMADOR GAME DAY 14 2045**

Calved 10/24/2012 LE/RE 2045  
Owner: Amador Angus & Farms, Inc., Ed Amador, Modesto, CA  
BOYD NEW DAY 8005  
GDAR GAME DAY 449  
G D A R MISS WIX 474  
S S OBJECTIVE T510 0T26  
AMADOR FOREVER LADY 20 8809  
AMADOR FOREVER LADY 6529

CED 9, BW .8, WW 60, YW 114, RADG .19, YH .1, SC .97, Doc 4, CEM 8, MILK 27, MW -.1, MH -.1, $EN -7.46, CW -1, MARB .81, RE .55, FAT .054, $F 57.83, $G 42.19, $SQG 35.40, $YG 6.79, $W 45.29, $B 48.46

Birth weight: 72

Calving ease, carcass, and growth, $W in the top 1%, YW top 2%, WW top 4%, BW, CED, Marb, and $G in the top 25%.
**LOT #60**

**AMADOR UPWARD 142 2940**

Calved 9/29/2012 LE/RE 2940
Owner: Amador Angus & Farms, Inc., Ed Amador, Modesto, CA
CONNEALY ONWARD
SITZ UPWARD 307R
SITZ HENRIETTA PRIDE 81M
CONNEALY NETWORK
AA KINDNES PRINCESS 25 9835
AMADOR KINDNES PRINCESS 6860
CED 10, BW 2.4, WW 55, YW 110, RADG .22, YH .8, SC 1.31, Doc 18, CEM 12,
MILK 28, MW 51, MH .7, $EN -16.66, CW 47, MARB .26, RE .45, FAT -.006,
$F 55.14, $G 20.70, $SQ 17.35, $YG 3.35, $W 29.67, $B 78.91

**LOT #61**

**AMADOR UPWARD 137 2041**

Calved 10/03/2012 LE/RE 2041
Owner: Amador Angus & Farms, Inc., Ed Amador, Modesto, CA
CONNEALY ONWARD
SITZ UPWARD 307R
SITZ HENRIETTA PRIDE 81M
HARB PENDLETON 765 J H
AMADOR ENTETELLA 104 9818
AMADOR ENTETELLA 7858 OF K940
CED 5, BW 2.2, WW 57, YW 111, RADG .19, YH .6, SC .58, Doc 4, CEM 8,
MILK 34, MW 47, MH .7, $EN -24.73, CW 63, MARB .45, RE .41, FAT .019,
$F 55.43, $G 20.98, $SQ 24.92, $YG 3.94, $W 32.84, $B 86.20
Birth weight: 76
Big time carcass weight in this growthy Upward son. Top 1% CW, top 3% YW
and $F, top 10% WW and $B.

**LOT #62**

**AMADOR UPWARD 13 2043**

Calved 10/13/2012 LE/RE 2043
Owner: Amador Angus & Farms, Inc., Ed Amador, Modesto, CA
CONNEALY ONWARD
SITZ UPWARD 307R
SITZ HENRIETTA PRIDE 81M
NORTHERN IMPROVEMENT 4480 GF
F S U VERONA 112
F S U VERONA 337
CED 4, BW 1.7, WW 58, YW 104, RADG .15, YH .6, SC 1.14, Doc 10, CEM 9,
MILK 32, MW 29, MH .5, $EN -17.28, CW 60, MARB .34, RE .48, FAT 0, $F 46.00,
$G 21.08, $SQ 20.71, $YG 3.7, $W 39.58, $B 85.04
Birth weight: 72
Very balanced growth bull out of a 14 year old cow that just weaned her 12th
calf. Top 1% CW, top 3% $W, top 10% $B.

**LOT #63**

**AMADOR GAME DAY 39 2806**

Calved 8/18/2012 LE/RE 2806
Owner: Amador Angus & Farms, Inc., Ed Amador, Modesto, CA
BOYD NEW DAY 8005
GDAR GAME DAY 449
G D A R MISS WIX 474
TWIN VALLEY PRECISION E161
AMADOR KINDNES PRINCESS 6864
TEHAMA KINDNES PRINCESS K854
CED 4, BW 2.3, WW 34, YW 74, RADG .13, YH .1, SC .64, Doc 7, CEM 9,
MILK 22, MW -.5, MH -.1, $EN 8.91, CW 4, MARB .30, RE .60, FAT .042, $F 21.36,
Birth weight: 78
Moderate, very balanced bull with a $EN in the top 10% and practical milk for
Nevada.

**LOT #64**

**SCHAFER CONFIDENCE 1283**

Calved 8/05/2012 LE/RE 1283
Owner: Schafer Ranch, Greg and Louise Schafer, Orland, CA
CONNEALY TOBIN
CONNEALY CONFIDENCE 0100
BECKA GALA OF CONANGA 8281
H A R B HIGH PLAINS 975 JH
TEHAMA ECHO P283
TEHAMA ECHO K931
CED 9, BW -.5, WW 45, YW 83, RADG .13, YH .5, SC -.03, Doc 3, CEM 13,
MILK 35, MW 7, MH .2, $EN -14.87, CW 20, MARB .33, RE .66, FAT .030,
$W 37.92, $F 26.77, $G 27.35, $QG 20.28, $YG 7.07, $B 59.37
Birth weight 77
Sure fire calving ease bull!

**LOT #65**

**SCHAFER REGIS OF 181 1285**

Calved 8/08/2012 LE/RE 1285
Owner: Schafer Ranch, Greg and Louise Schafer, Orland, CA
SAV FINAL ANSWER 0035
COLEMAN REGIS 904
COLEMAN DONNA 714
TEHAMA 717 BAND 876
TEHAMA BB ELITE P181
TEHAMA BB ELITE F823
CED 4, BW .8, WW 60, YW 98, RADG .14, YH .5, SC .49, DOC 25, CEM 4,
MILK 31, MW 41, MH .3, $EN -17.00, CW 33, MARB .55, RE .60, FAT 0,
$W 41.62, $F 37.64, $G 35.55, $SQ 28.32, $YG 7.23, $B 81.41
Birth weight 86
Bigger framed bull that can be used on larger heifers.

---

**Bringing 4 Good Long Yearlings**

to Fallon Bull Sale

*All of our bulls have been Genomic tested and are ready to go.*

Registered Angus Cattle

**Schafer Ranch**

Greg & Louise Schafer

6986 County Rd 6
Orland, CA 95963

Home: 530-865-3706
Cell: 209-988-6599
**LOT #66**

**SCHAFTER WAR PARTY 1287**

Calved 8/24/2012 LE/RE 1287  
Owner: Schafer Ranch, Greg and Louise Schafer, Orland, CA  
CONNEALY ONWARD  
WERNER WAR PARTY 2417  
BAAR USA LADY JAYE 489  
TC TOTAL 410  
SCHAFTER TOTAL PEGGY U72  
SSAR PEGGY AG01

CED 6, BW 1.5, WW 48, YW 91, RADG. 14, YH .4, SC .45, DOC 37, CEM 8, MILK 30, MW 42, MH .4, $EN -14.06, CW 23, MARB .51, RE .52, FAT -.003, $W 30.81, $F 34.81, $G 35.30, $QG 27.04, $YG 8.26, $B 70.99  
Birth Weight 81  
Moderate framed bull with a great look!

**LOT #70**

**HR LOT ONE 0613**

Calved 2/21/2013 LE/RE 0613  
Owner: Heluva Ranch, Ren Floyd, Meridian, ID  
S A V PIONEER 7301  
S A V PARAMOUNT 0115  
S A V ROSETTA 7428  
W C C PRECISION E161 J239  
LAGRAND PEG 4635  
TC PEG 0004

CED -2, BW 3.9, WW 55, YW 98, CEM 5, MILK 24, $EN -12.17, CW 27, MARB .31, RE .37, FAT .029, $F 40.00, $G 21.56, $QG 19.47, $YG 2.09, $W 24.14, $B 61.78  
Birth Weight: 92  
A very rugged, deep bodied bull. The SAV sired cattle are doing an awesome job all over the country and this one will do the same.

**LOT #71**

**HR FRONTMAN 1612**

Calved 9/24/2012 LE/RE 1612  
Owner: Heluva Ranch, Ren Floyd, Meridian, ID  
CONNEALY FRONT PAGE 0228  
KESSLERS FRONTMAN R001  
KESSLERS BELL 0024  
TC TOTAL 410  
SOUTHBOUND JAMIE 0210  
SOUTHBOUND JAMIE 0807

Birth Weight: 76  
A perfect blending of TC Total and Frontman pedigrees. This bull has tremendous length and thickness in a very complete attractive package. He’s a heifer bull candidate that will certainly add pounds to your calf crop.

**LOT #72**

**HR EAGLE EYE 1512**

Calved 9/18/2012 LE/RE 1512  
Owner: Heluva Ranch, Ren Floyd, Meridian, ID  
B C LOOKOUT 7024  
BC EAGLE EYE 110-7  
B C PURE PRIDE ERICA D 110  
ROCKN D AMBUSH 1531  
SHERMANS RITA 237  
E F RITA 793

CED 3, BW 3.2, WW 53, YW 91, YH .5, DOC 15, CEM 7, MILK 17, MW 40, MH .3, $EN 4.77, CW 29, MARB .32, RE .63, FAT -.036, $F 32.50, $G 31.37, $QG 19.87, $YG 11.50, $W 30.05, $B 73.29  
Birth Weight: 97  
A bull sure to please. He is long, deep and covers his tracks perfectly. Maternal brother sold for $4750 in the 2012 Fallon Bull Sale, this Eagle Eye son is packing the same high quality genetics.

**LOT #73**

**HR OUTLOOK 0213**

Calved 1/20/2013 LE/RE 0213  
Owner: Heluva Ranch, Ren Floyd, Meridian, ID  
B C LOOKOUT 7024  
HR OUT LOOK 0411  
VERMILION EUIMA 5042  
MORGANS DIRECTION 111 9901  
HR MISS GAMMETT 0906  
BELL KEY MISS GAMMETT 812

CED 11, BW -1, WW 47, YW 82, CEM 9, MILK 22, $EN -2.26, $F 24.72, $W 31.42  
Birth Weight: 86  
Dam of this bull is one of our best cows. This is the first bull she has had and she knocked it out of the park. He is deep sided, long with great feet and legs.
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LOT #74

Calved 2/02/2013 LE/RE 0513
Owner: Heluva Ranch, Ren Floyd, Meridian, ID
SA V PIONEER 7301
SA V PARAMOUNT 0115
SA V ROSETTA 7428
CONNEALY DATELINE
SP LITTLE MISS FIRST DATE 08
PEV ND 878 ECHO 3051

Birth Weight: 82
Another SAV Lot One sired calf. Each of these Lot Ones are consistent with one another. They are rugged and pack an incredible amount of muscle and this one is no different.

LOT #75

Calved 9/26/2012 LE/RE 1712
Owner: Heluva Ranch, Ren Floyd, Meridian, ID
BC CLASSIC 443 6807 RT 2424
BC CLASSIC 385-7
B C MIGNONNE’S LIBBY 385
O C C EMBLATION 854E
COLEMAN EVERELDA ENTENSE 119
COLEMAN EVERELDA ENTENSE 434
CED 8, BW 1.4, WW 48, YW 79, RADG .11, YH -.1, SC -.15, DOC -3, CEM 7, MILK 20, MW 29, MH 0, $EN 5.84, CW 27, MARB 28, RE .57, FAT .023, $F 20.88, $G 23.80, $QG 18.33, $YG 5.47, $W 35.58, $B 68.67

Birth Weight: 76
If you are looking for a long bodied easy fleshing bull don’t miss your chance here. Out of a very powerful Emblazon daughter and sired by the popular BC Classic, this bull won’t disappoint.

LOT #76

Calved 3/03/2012 LE/RE 2001
Owner: University of Nevada, Reno, Main Station Field Lab, Reno, NV
B/R NEW DESIGN 036
GENETICS BY DESIGN 049
G G CLARA 859
LEMAR PRIMETRACKER 22R
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 557
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 181
CED 7, BW 1.9, WW 43, YW 76, CEM 7, MILK 23, $EN -.94, $F 19.69, $W 27.51

Birth Weight: 120
Genetics by Design 049 sire out of an Alberda Queen cow sired by Lumar Primetracker.

LOT #77

Calved 3/11/2012 LE/RE 2003
Owner: University of Nevada, Reno, Main Station Field Lab, Reno, NV
B/R NEW DESIGN 036
GENETICS BY DESIGN 049
G G CLARA 859
LEMAR PRIMETRACKER 22R
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 447
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 532

Birth Weight: 90
Genetics by Design 049 sire out of an Alberda Queen cow sired by Lumar Primetracker.

LOT #78

Calved 9/14/2012 LE/RE 6723
Owner: Wild West Angus Ranch, Mitch Cain, Dairy, OR
SA V NET WORTH 4200
SA V STOCK OPTION 0606
CHAMPION HILL GEORGINA 2175
SITZ TRAVELER 8180
WULFFS ERICA DIANNA 672
WULFFS ERICA DIANNA 9307
CED 4, BW 2.8, WW 44, YW 81, YH .6, SC 0, CEM 11, MILK 22, $EN -2.08, CW 26, MARB .38, RE .15, FAT .025, $F 24.91, $G 21.92, $QG 22.27, $YG -.35, $W 23.50, $B 60.71

Birth Wt 84, Ratio 102, EPD 2.7, Weaning WDA 3.27, Act Wt 690, Adj Wt 677, Ratio 100, EPD 47, Yearling Adj Wt 1003, Ratio 96, EPD 82, Maternal Cow Avg Ratio 101, MILK EPD 23, MARB EPD .39, RE .17
Two sons by a full brother to SAV Wall Street. They are deep ribbed, moderate and heavy muscled. Their feet and legs will hold up due to the selected genetics.

LOT #79

Calved 9/18/2012 LE/RE 8513
Owner: Wild West Angus Ranch, Mitch Cain, Dairy, OR
SA V NET WORTH 4200
SA V STOCK OPTION 0606
CHAMPION HILL GEORGINA 2175
B C LOOKOUT 7024
B C C RITA LO 5008-8519
B C C RITA NL 8022-5008
CED 3, BW 3.6, WW 40, YW 74, RADG .21, YH -.1, SC -.15, DOC -3, CEM 7, MILK 20, MW 29, MH 0, $EN 5.84, CW 27, MARB 28, RE .57, FAT .023, $F 18.76, $G 26.76, $QG 21.84, $YG 4.92, $W 20.65, $B 66.55

Birth Wt 84, Ratio 103, EPD 3.6, Weaning WDA 2.74, Act Wt 568, Adj Wt 583, Ratio 86, EPD 43, Yearling Adj Wt 935, Ratio 90, EPD 76, Maternal Cow Avg Ratio 91, MILK EPD 23, MARB EPD .39, RE .49
Two sons by a full brother to SAV Wall Street. They are deep ribbed, moderate and heavy muscled. Their feet and legs will hold up due to the selected genetics.

LOT #80

Calved 8/10/2012 LE/RE 210
Owner: Flyin’ M Cattle Co., Tracy, CA
SA V FINAL ANSWER 0035
CONNEALY CAPITALIST 028
PRIDES PITA OF CONANGA 8821
SITZ TRAVELER 8180
LEMAR PRIMETRACKER 22R
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 447
ALBERDA QUEEN KIMBERLY 532

CED 10, BW -.2, WW 55, YW 98, RADG 16, YH .4, SC .81, DOC 18, CEM 12, MILK 31, MW 10, MH 0, $EN -10.99, CW 16, MARB .58, RE .51, FAT .049, $F 40.00, $G 32.89, $QG 29.21, $YG 3.68, $W 44.13, $B 60.65

Birth Weight: 68
**LOT #81**

**FMCC THUNDER 218**

Calved 9/23/2012 LE/RE 218  
Owner: Flyin’ M Cattle Co., Tracy, CA

SITZ THUNDER 9988  
SITZ THUNDER 7940  
SITZ PRIDE 088  
V A R KRUGERRAND 7177  
M C A R LOUISE 2143  
WEXWIND LOUISE R27

CED 4, BW 2.5, WW 42, YW 87, SC 37, CEM 8, MILK 27, $EN -11.28, CW 26,  
MARB 32, RE 21, FAT .010, $F 32.81, $G 22.26, $QG 19.87, $YG 2.39,  
$W 20.81, $B 61.28

Birth Weight: 74  
Moderate Birth Weight EPD. 750 lb. actual weaning wt. Raised in dry foothill country.

---

**LOT #82**

**FMCC THUNDER 219**

Calved 9/29/2012 LE/RE 219  
Owner: Flyin’ M Cattle Co., Tracy, CA

SITZ THUNDER 9988  
SITZ THUNDER 7940  
SITZ PRIDE 088  
3 R 8124 STOCKMAN P103  
LEFFLER SUSANNA 631  
3 R SUSANNA 361H P98

CED 6, BW 1.2, WW 42, YW 84, SC 37, CEM 10, MILK 25, $EN -7.19, CW 24,  
MARB 36, RE 07, FAT -004, $F 29.28, $G 24.02, $QG 21.48, $YG 2.54,  
$W 24.76, $B 60.52

Birth Weight: 71  
Heifer Bull. Solid EPD’s. Raised in dry foothill country.

---

**LOT #83**

**FMCC THUNDER 228**

Calved 11/01/2012 LE/RE 228  
Owner: Flyin’ M Cattle Co., Tracy, CA

SITZ THUNDER 9988  
SITZ THUNDER 7940  
SITZ PRIDE 088  
B/R NEW DAY 454  
FMCC LOUISE 023  
M C A R LOUISE 2143

CED 6, BW 1.4, WW 45, YW 93, CEM 8, MILK 30, $EN -18.18, $F 38.63,  
$W 23.97

Birth Weight: 67  
Heifer Bull. Raised in dry, foothill country. 630 lb. weaning weight.

---

**LOT #84**

**FMCC THUNDER 231**

Calved 12/27/2012 LE/RE 231  
Owner: Flyin’ M Cattle Co., Tracy, CA

SITZ THUNDER 9988  
SITZ THUNDER 7940  
SITZ PRIDE 088  
RITO 6I6 OF 4B20 6807  
AMADOR BUTTERFLY 180 1080  
A A BUTTER FLY 180

CED 9, BW -7, WW 40, YW 89, SC 40, CEM 8, MILK 22, $EN -9.50, CW 22,  
MARB 50, RE 28, FAT -008, $F 36.13, $G 31.08, $QG 26.70, $YG 4.38,  
$W 20.58, $B 65.58

Birth Weight: 70  
Heifer Bull. High Growth EPD’s. Raised in dry foothill country. 728 lb. weaning weight actual.

---

**LOT #85**

**JSAR PAXTON 209**

Calved 2/17/2012 LE/RE 209  
Owner: Jon Swaner Angus Ranch, Jon Swaner, Orland, CA

O C C FOCUS 813F  
O C C PAXTON 730P  
O C C BLACKBIRD 736K  
O C C LANDO 636L  
C C C MS LANDO 022  
C C C MS EMBLAZON 704

CED 14, BW -2.2, WW 38, YW 66, CEM 9, MILK 15, $EN 13.82, $F 10.89,  
$W 29.92  
JSAR Paxton 209’s sire, OCC Paxton ranks in the top 5% of the Angus breed for  
$EN, $W, and $YG. Also ranking in top 10% for RE. Those numbers say it ALL!!

---

**LOT #86**

**JSAR PAXTON 206**

Calved 2/18/2012 LE/RE 206  
Owner: Jon Swaner Angus Ranch, Jon Swaner, Orland, CA

O C C FOCUS 813F  
O C C PAXTON 730P  
O C C BLACKBIRD 736K  
O C C EMBLAZON 854E  
C C C MS EMBLAZON 803  
C C C MS GREAT PLAINS 619

CED 12, BW -1.1, WW 42, YW 72, CEM 9, MILK 16, $EN 9.95, $F 15.70,  
$W 30.41  
JSAR Paxton 206’s sire, OCC Paxton ranks in the top 5% of the Angus breed for  
$EN, $W, and $YG. Also ranking in top 10% for RE. Those numbers say it ALL!!

---

**LOT #87**

**ROADRUNNER FRONTLINE 353**

Calved 5/03/2012 LE/RE 353  
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA

CONNEALY FRONTLINE  
BAAR FRONTLINE 2121  
S V F FOREVER LADY 0400  
ROADRUNNER TRACER 5418  
ROADRUNNER VALENTINE 8712  
ROADRUNNER VALENTINE 4276

Birth Weight: 80

---

**LOT #88**

**ROADRUNNER FRONTLINE 425**

Calved 7/07/2012 LE/RE 425  
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA

CONNEALY FRONTLINE  
BAAR FRONTLINE 2121  
S V F FOREVER LADY 0400  
HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223  
ROADRUNNER JEANNE 9077  
ROADRUNNER JEANNE 8252

Birth Weight: 80

---

**LOT #89**

**ROADRUNNER TRACER 427**

Calved 7/07/2012 LE/RE 427  
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA

ROADRUNNER TRACER 5418  
ROADRUNNER TRACER 7713  
ROADRUNNER JEANNE 4532  
HOLIDAY DESIGN 4223  
ROADRUNNER EMMA 8956  
ROADRUNNER EMMA 8254

Birth Weight: 82
**LOT #90**

**CC 0407 PROGRESSION 33R**

Calved 5/06/2012 LE/RE 33R  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

- S A V PROVIDENCE 6922  
- S A V PROGRESSION 0407  
- S A V ELBA 1094  
- CC EMULATION EXT 1H  
- CC PRINCESS 245R  
- CC PRINCESS 178R

BW 2.9, WW 48, MILK 32, CW 32, MARB .28, RE .05, FAT .017  
Birth Weight: 76, Adj 205: 645, Adj 365: 1180

**LOT #91**

**CC 0407 PROGRESSION 43R**

Calved 4/24/2012 LE/RE 43R  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

- S A V PROVIDENCE 6922  
- S A V PROGRESSION 0407  
- S A V ELBA 1094  
- CC EMULATION EXT 18C  
- CC PRINCESS 228R  
- CC PRINCESS 146R

BW 1.6, WW 46, MILK 28, CW 29, MARB .17, RE .35, FAT .017  
Birth Weight: 78, Adj 205: 680, Adj 365: 1120

**LOT #92**

**CC 0407 PROGRESSION 53R**

Calved 4/16/2012 LE/RE 53R  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

- S A V PROVIDENCE 6922  
- S A V PROGRESSION 0407  
- S A V ELBA 1094  
- CC TEMUJIN 35I  
- CC PRINCESS 209R  
- C C PRINCESS 79R

BW 1.5, WW 45, SC .23, MILK 29, CW 27, MARB .12, RE .23, FAT .012  
Birth Weight: 76, Adj 205: 679, Adj 365: 1183

**LOT #93**

**CC 0407 PROGRESSION 32E**

Calved 4/01/2012 LE/RE 32E  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

- S A V PROVIDENCE 6922  
- S A V PROGRESSION 0407  
- S A V ELBA 1094  
- S A V E161 PRECISION 2155  
- CC MISS ACCORD 239E  
- C C MISS ACCORD 82E

BW 2.2, WW 41, SC .29, MILK 28, CW 30, MARB .28, RE .23, FAT .001  
Birth Weight: 76, Adj 205: 651, Adj 365: 1140

**LOT #94**

**CC 9274 MOMENTUM 27F**

Calved 9/09/2012 LE/RE 27F  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA

- S A V NET WORTH 4200  
- S A V MOMENTUM 9274  
- S A V EMBLYNETTE 3301  
- O C C ANCHOR 771A  
- CC REVELON 99F  
- C C REVELON 22F

CED 8, BW .9, WW 40, YW 73, YH .1, SC .25, DOC.-1, CEM 10, MILK 21, MW 21,  
MH .3, $EN 4.53, CW 21, MARB .36, RE .24, FAT .032, $W 28.71, $F 17.65,  
$G 22.57, $QG 21.48, $Y 1.09, $B 55.49  
Birth Weight: 80, Adj 205: 686, Adj 365: 1216

---

**Jon Swaner**  
**Angus Ranch**  
~ EST. 1992 ~

~ THE GENETICS THAT ANGUS LEGENDS ARE BORN FROM ~

**OCC Paxton 730P**

Ranks in the Top 2%  
$EN  
$W  
$YG

Functionally and Genetically Designed for the Cowman  

**THE PERFECT PACKAGE**

**JSAR Paxton 209**  
Reg # 17537757  
BD 02/17/2012

**JSAR Paxton 206**  
Reg # 17537766  
BD 02/18/2012

These two brothers rank in the Top 10% - $EN, BW, CED

With our ongoing commitment to excellence, we have accomplished the proven increase in longevity and phenotype with our genetics.

Jon and Amanda Swaner  
25560 Clark Ave.  
Orland, Ca. 95963  
Jon: 530-624-4511  
Amanda: 530-330-0848

PROGRESSIVE ~ PRACTICAL ~ PROVEN ~ PROFITABLE
LOT #95  
**CC 004 TRAVELER 15H**

Calved 9/06/2012 LE/RE 15H  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA  
S I T Z TRAVELER 8180  
S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004  
BOYD FOREVER LADY 8003  
BON VIEW SPECTRUM 1176  
C C PERLAS ECHO 220H  
C C PERLAS ECHO 109H  
Birth Weight: 95, Adj 205: 742, Adj 365: 1222

LOT #96  
**CUYAMA SR SCOTCHMAN 574Z**

Calved 1/27/2012 LE/RE 574Z  
Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama, No. 1, LLC, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA  
B O N VIEW NEW DESIGN 878  
G L C SCOTCHMEN’S DESIGN 508  
C I R C L E H MISS SCOTCH 8053  
T P D I V I D E N D 10  
T P L A D Y E X T R A 77  
C E D 5, BW 1.8, WW 40, YW 65, CEM 8, MILK 20, $EN 8.12, CW 14, MARB .30, RE -.08, FAT .015, $F 9.11, $G 18.32, $QG 18.43, $YG -.11, $W 28.34, $B 40.28  
Birth Weight: 79  
Calving ease, range-raised on short grass with hay and mineral supplement, arid environment.

LOT #97  
**CUYAMA SR SCOTCHMAN 578Z**

Calved 1/31/2012 LE/RE 578Z  
Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama, No. 1, LLC, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA  
B O N VIEW NEW DESIGN 878  
G L C SCOTCHMEN’S DESIGN 508  
C I R C L E H MISS SCOTCH 8053  
C I R C L E A EXACTO 416 0495  
C I BLUE RIBBON BANDO 428  
B L U E R I B B O N 5276  
C E D 3, BW 3.6, WW 43, YW 76, CEM 6, MILK 23, $EN .50, CW 21, MARB .26, RE 0, FAT .009, $F 18.73, $G 17.12, $QG 16.79, $YG .33, $W 23.22, $B 46.38  
Birth Weight: 80  
Range-raised on short grass with hay and mineral supplement, arid environment.

LOT #98  
**CUYAMA SR FINAL ANSWER 608Z**

Calved 10/12/2012 LE/RE 608Z  
Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama, No. 1, LLC, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA  
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035  
B C C FINAL ANSWER 3015-9560  
B C C BW FANNY 63-3015  
C O L E M A N TRAVELER 518  
C U Y A M A TRAVELER 7204T  
T P 10 DIVIDEND 153  
C E D 6, BW 0, WW 36, YW 67, CEM 9, MILK 21, $EN 5.65, CW 12, MARB .30, RE .29, FAT .019, $W 26.97, $F 12.79, $G 24.18, $QG 19.07, $YG 5.11, $B 45.84  
Birth weight: 73  
BW 73 lbs., WW 500 lbs, YW 930 lbs.  
Calving ease, range-raised in an arid environment on short grass and long hay.

LOT #99  
**CUYAMA SR SCOTCHMAN 617Z**

Calved 10/31/2012 LE/RE 617Z  
Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama, No. 1, LLC, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA  
B O N VIEW NEW DESIGN 878  
G L C SCOTCHMEN’S DESIGN 508  
C I R C L E H MISS SCOTCH 8053  
V E R M I L I O N D A T E L I N E 7078  
S R D E L T A E L B A 5044  
S A V E L B A 7093  
C E D 2, BW 4.5, WW 49, YW 84, CEM 7, MILK 21, $EN -1.83, CW 30, MARB .29, RE -.19, FAT .005, $F 26.13, $G 20.59, $QG 18.68, $YG 1.91, $W 22.48, $B 63.22  
Birth weight: 78  
BW 78 lbs, WW 480 lbs, YW 916 lbs.  
Calving ease, range-raised in an arid environment, short grass and long hay.

LOT #100  
**CUYAMA SR SCOTCHMAN 631Z**

Calved 11/05/2012 LE/RE 631Z  
Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama, No. 1, LLC, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA  
B O N VIEW NEW DESIGN 878  
G L C SCOTCHMEN’S DESIGN 508  
C I R C L E H MISS SCOTCH 8053  
D D A E M B L A Z O N 27C  
C U Y A M A D I V I D E N D 7199S  
T P 10 DIVIDEND 283  
C E D 4, BW 3.4, WW 40, YW 69, CEM 6, MILK 20, $EN 6.10, $W 23.11, $F 13.28  
Birth weight: 85  
BW 85 lbs., WW 478 lbs., YW 960 lbs.  
Range-raised in an arid environment, short grass and long hay.

LOT #101  
**CUYAMA SR SCOTCHMAN 640Z**

Calved 11/10/2012 LE/RE 640Z  
Owner: El Rancho Espanol de Cuyama, No. 1, LLC, Pamela Doiron, New Cuyama, CA  
B O N VIEW NEW DESIGN 878  
G L C SCOTCHMEN’S DESIGN 508  
C I R C L E H MISS SCOTCH 8053  
W A A R N E W D E S I G N 5111  
C U Y A M A D I V I D E N D 8282U  
T P 10 DIVIDEND 353  
C E D 5, BW 2.5, WW 44, YW 68, CEM 8, MILK 21, $EN 5.22, CW 16, MARB .31, RE -.04, FAT .019, $W 30.01, $F 10.54, $G 19.26, $QG 19.47, $YG .33, $B 46.31  
Birth weight: 85  
BW 85 lbs., WW 505 lbs., YW 880 lbs.  
Range-raised in an arid environment, short grass and long hay.
**LOT #102**

**7 LAZY 11 SOS 60Z**

Calved 10/4/2012 LE SE 60Z  
Owner: 7 Lazy 11, Mike & Gaylene Lowry, Fernley, NV  
Color: Dark Grey  

- TWIN FIR SMOKE  
- 7 LAZY 11 SON OF SMOKE  
- EAGLES RUN ICECAP 263R  
- LINDALE HOBO 306H  
- 7 LAZY 11 DOLLIE SMOKE  
- 7 LAZY 11 PARDON MY DOLLIES

Scrotal Circumference by Vet on 1/15/2014 - 40  
BW 70, WW 590,YW 1020  

60Z is a son of a first calf heifer. We use his sire on all of our first calf heifers. He brings calving ease with excellent growth.

---

**LOT #103**

**7 LAZY 11 PRIME TIME**

Calved 1/12/2012 LE SE 47Z  
Owner: 7 Lazy 11, Mike & Gaylene Lowry, Fernley, NV  
Color: Dun  

- TWIN FIR SMOKE  
- 7 LAZY 11 CHIEF DIRTY BELLY  
- EAGLES RUN SUNFLOWER 210P  
- TWIN FIR SMOKE  
- 7 LAZY 11 KOW KAMP KATIE  
- EAGLES RUN DAYLILY 212P

Scrotal Circumference by Vet on 1/15/2014 - 47  
BW 85, WW 690, YW 1175  

Exceptional traveler with length, depth & lots of muscle. His genetics consistently produce tremendous growth.

---

**LOT #104**

**7 LAZY 11 STANDARD BEARER**

Calved 3/25/2012 LE SE 52Z  
Owner: 7 Lazy 11, Mike & Gaylene Lowry, Fernley, NV  
Color: Silver  

- TWIN FIR SMOKE  
- 7 LAZY 11 SON OF SMOKE  
- EAGLES RUN ICECAP 263R  
- WCC FREIGHTLINER 64L  
- EAGLES RUN SASSAFRAS 264R  
- SKINNER MISS K78

Scrotal Circumference by Vet on 1/15/2014 - 44  
BW 85, WW 685, YW 1160  

The sire & dam to Standard Bearer produce our top end herd bulls. We offer him to the commercial market to further showcase this unique breed.

---

**MURRAY GREYS DERIVE FROM THE ORIGINS OF THE ABERDEEN ANGUS**

- Calving Ease  
- Sound Feet  
- Efficiency  
- Pre-Potent  
- Exceptional Feed Conversion  
- Great Disposition

---

**Mission Statement:**

To produce the best in range bulls to meet the demands of the commercial Western stockman. Our bulls are sound and ready to work. We grow them on good summer pasture and straight alfalfa hay. They do not receive any grain. Their Angus gene is dominant. Bred to Hereford, Red Angus and Black Angus cows they throw a high percentage of Black calves.

**Mike & Gaylene Lowry**  
Fernley, Nevada  
775-980-7195  
7lazy11.com  
zogbie@aol.com
**LOT #105**

**7 LAZY 11 SOS 59Z**

Calved 9/29/2012 LE SE 59Z  
Owner: 7 Lazy 11, Mike & Gaylene Lowry, Fernley, NV  
Color: Dark Grey

TWIN FIR SMOKE  
7 LAZY 11 SON OF SMOKE  
EAGLES RUN ICECAP 263R  
TWIN FIR SMOKE  
7 LAZY 11 MISS SMOKE  
EAGLES RUN DAYLILY 212P

Scrotal Circumference by Vet on 1/15/2014 - 38  
BW 73, WW 600, YW 1005

The grand dam to 59Z is our second best producer of performance. He is from a first calf heifer. Will work on heifers with proven performance genetics.

---

**LOT #106**

**ALLEN 631 SILVER PATRIOT 799**

Calved 3/26/2012 LE 799  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
REMITALL PATRIOT ET 13P  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
PW VICTORIA 964 8114  
MOHICAN JACK 904J  
ALLEN MISS JACKIE 66S  
ALLEN QUEEN DEVA 610K

BW 4.3, WW 59, YW 93, MILK 20, M&G 50  
Actual Birth Weight: 84#

A tremendous son of Mohican Silver Star, A big easy moving bull. Thick and long, big goggle eyes and EPD’s that are hard to beat.

---

**LOT #107**

**ALLEN 215R RAWHIDE 823**

Calved 4/17/2012 LE 823  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
PW MOHICAN NASDAQ P316  
MOHICAN RAWHIDE 215R  
MOHICAN JUNE BABY 157M  
ALLEN 23C DEVO 291  
ALLEN 291 QUEEN DEVA 242U  
ALLEN MISS JACKIE 68S

BW 2.7, WW 45, YW 79, MILK 17, M&G 39  
Actual Birth Weight: 76#

A well balanced, smooth bull with goggle eyes and lots of pigment. A true heifer bull, with a pedigree loaded with calving ease and maternal traits.

---

**LOT #108**

**ALLEN 291 DEVO 806**

Calved 2/21/2012 LE 806  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
JSF 37 271 DEVO 23C  
ALLEN 23C DEVO 291  
ALLEN MS 32E BOOMER 486H  
ALLEN 517 JACK 276  
ALLEN 276 LADY FELTON 174T  
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 982R  
BW 3.3, WW 46, YW 70, MILK 19, M&G 42  
Actual Birth Weight: 80#

Another heifer bull, deep and thick with pigment out of a great young cow, with the popular Devo breeding on the top.

---

**LOT #109**

**ALLEN 400X DURANGO 840**

Calved 2/21/2012 LE 840  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
THM DURANGO 4037  
MOHICAN X FACTOR 400X ET  
LPH KEYNOTE’S HURRAH L1064 ET  
ASH QUESTA 224P ET  
ALLEN 224P LADY WRANGLER 211U  
ALLEN MS 32E BOOMER 6R

BW 4.2, WW 51, YW 90, MILK 19, M&G 45  
Actual Birth Weight: 82#

A long bodied, correct bull with a great hip and hind quarter with well balanced EPD’s.

---

**LOT #110**

**ALLEN 203U SANDERSON 833**

Calved 2/24/2012 LE 833  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
BKR SANDERSON 73C 60S  
MOHICAN UNITED 203U  
MOHICAN LADY 205R  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
ALLEN SILVER QUEEN 331X  
ALLEN MISS RUBY 810N

BW 5.0, WW 67, YW 111, MILK 24, M&G 57  
Actual Birth Weight: 78#

An outstanding bull with a light birth weight out of a first calf heifer. Very smooth, big red eyes, and pedigree and EPD’s loaded with growth and maternal traits.

---

**LOT #111**

**ALLEN 100W TRUST 844**

Calved 3/02/2012 LE 844  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
KCF BENNETT 3008 M326  
NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET  
NJW P606 72N DAYDREAM 73S  
LLL C&L REDWOOD 113L  
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 124T  
ALLEN 984 LADY HEATHER 862N

BW 3.4, WW 57, YW 97, MILK 25, M&G 53  
Actual Birth Weight: 80#

An attractive son of 2012 Denver Supreme Champion Trust. A complete bull, dark red with pigment. Look at his EPD’s. Will add pounds to your calf crop.

---

**LOT #112**

**ALLEN 631 SILVER PATRIOT 793**

Calved 2/27/2012 LE 793  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled  
REMITALL PATRIOT ET 13P  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
PW VICTORIA 964 8114  
MOHICAN Jack 904J  
ALLEN MISS JACKIE 66S  
ALLEN QUEEN DEVA 610K  
ALLEN 6T MISS TARGET 295W  
ALLEN 60M MISS MONEY 922P

BW 5.2, WW 58, YW 100, MILK 19, M&G 48  
Actual Birth Weight: 80#

A smooth, well balanced son of Silver Star with red eyes and red neck and lots of eye appeal.
**LOT #113**

**ALLEN 6T BULLSEYE 825**

Calved 2/14/2012 LE 825  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled

MOHICAN ROUGHOUT 428R ET  
ASH TARGET 6T ET  
ASH MELODY 211M  
ASH 23C DEVO 291  
ALLEN 291 QUEEN DEVA 283W  
ALLEN 224P LADY WRANGLER 140T

BW 4.2, WW 51, YW 85, MILK 18, M&G 44  
Actual Birth Weight: 78#

A classy bull-smooth and well balanced. Good solid EPD's and a proven pedigree.

**LOT #115**

**LBH 044 PROSPECTOR 205**

Calved 2/17/2012 RE/LE 205  
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV  
Polled

UPH PROSPECTOR P152  
LBH PROSPECTOR 044  
LBH TIBERIA QUEST 920  
FELTONS LEGEND 242  
LBH LEGEND MEATMISTRESS 702  
LBH STAR MEATMISTRESS 502

CE 3.6, BW 0.9, WW 54, YW 84, MM 24, M&G 51, MCE -0.3, SC 1.0, FAT 0.039, REA 0.24, MARB 0.32, BMI$ 21, CEZ$ 17, BII$ 18, CHB$ 29  
Actual Birth Weight 95, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 691, Adj. 365 Day 1053

**LOT #116**

**LBH 044 PROSPECTOR 214**

Calved 2/21/2012 RE/LE 214  
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV  
Polled

UPH PROSPECTOR P152  
LBH PROSPECTOR 044  
LBH TIBERIA QUEST 920  
LBH KREEDENCE 713  
LBH L1 OO3K PROSPECTA 925  
LBH PROSPECTA 003K 739

CE 3.0, BW 0.6, WW 54, YW 78, MM 24, M&G 49, MCE 0.9, SC 0.9, FAT 0.001, REA 0.27, MARB 0.10, BMI$ 19, CEZ$ 17, BII$ 16, CHB$ 25  
Actual Birth Weight 85, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 613, Adj. 365 Day 979

**LOT #S-205**

**ALLEN 631 SILVER PATRIOT 792**

Calved 2/26/2012 LE 792  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled

REMITALL PATRIOT ET 13P  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
PW VICTORIA 964 8114  
ALLEN 37H HOME RUN 1  
ALLEN 984 LADY HEATHER 825N  
ALLEN FORTUNETTE 678L

BW 4.6, WW 62, YW 103, MILK 25, M&G 55  
Actual Birth Weight: 85#

A great Silver Star Son out of a proven dam, dark red with pigment and EPD's that are hard to beat.

**LOT #S-206**

**ALLEN 631 SILVER PATRIOT 791**

Calved 2/24/2012 LE 791  
Owner: Phil Allen & Son, Phil & Shannon Allen, Antimony, UT  
Polled

REMITALL PATRIOT ET 13P  
PWF MOHICAN SILVER STAR 631 ET  
PW VICTORIA 964 8114  
LLL C&R REDWOOD 113L  
ALLEN MISS REDWOOD 126T  
ALLEN QUEEN DEVA 613K

BW 5.0, WW 60, YW 103, MILK 24, M&G 54  
Actual Birth Weight: 80#

A long, trim bull with no waste, red eyes and lots of pigment, look at his EPD's.

**LOT #114**

**LBH 602 LEGEND 203**

Calved 2/17/2012 RE/LE 203  
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV  
Polled

FELTONS LEGEND 242  
LBH LEGEND 602  
LBH SUSIE Q 428  
UPH PROSPECTOR P152  
LBH PROSPECTA 003K 750  
LBH KREEDENCE STAR 304

CE 3.1, BW 2.5, WW 50, YW 76, MM 21, M&G 46, MCE -0.8, SC 0.7, FAT 0.006, REA 0.34, MARB 0.04, BMI$ 17, CEZ$ 16, BII$ 14, CHB$ 23  
Actual Birth Weight 100, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 616, Adj. 365 Day 934
LOT #117

Calved 3/01/2012 RE/LE 224
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV
Polled
FELTONS LEGEND 242
LBH LEGEND 602
LBH SUSIE Q 428
UPH PROSPECTOR P152
LBH PROSPECTA STAR 753
LBH STAR RANGER 532
CE 3.9, BW 0.9, WW 51, YW 76, MM 26, M&G 51, MCE -0.3, SC 0.8, FAT 0.017, REA 0.29, MARB 0.08, BMIS 17, CEZ$ 17, BIIS 14, CHB$ 24
Actual Birth Weight 90, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 722, Adj. 365 Day 1033

LOT #118

Calved 3/15/2012 RE/LE 239
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV
Polled
BR DM CHANNING ET
H EASY DEAL 609 ET
C MS PURE GOLD 2003
UPH PROSPECTOR P152
LBH PROSPECTA 003K 851
LBH PROUD MARY 515
CE 2.6, BW 2.3, WW 46, YW 82, MM 26, M&G 49, MCE 0.8, SC 0.8, FAT -0.018, REA 0.38, MARB 0.10, BMIS 17, CEZ$ 16, BIIS 14, CHB$ 25
Actual Birth Weight 99, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 606, Adj. 365 Day 1036

LOT #119

Calved 4/06/2012 RE/LE 256
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV
Horned
BR DM CHANNING ET
H EASY DEAL 609 ET
C MS PURE GOLD 2003
D&M 53H KREEDENCE 003K
LBH PROUD MARY 515
CE 4.0, BW -0.3, WW 38, YW 70, MM 24, M&G 43, MCE 1.3, SC 0.7, FAT -0.003, REA 0.31, MARB 0.06, BMIS 16, CEZ$ 18, BIIS 14, CHB$ 20
Actual Birth Weight 85, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 561, Adj. 365 Day 902

LOT #120

Calved 4/08/2012 RE/LE 258
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV
Polled
BR DM CHANNING ET
H EASY DEAL 609 ET
C MS PURE GOLD 2003
FELTONS LEGEND 242
LBH LADY LEGEND 003K 703
LBH PROUD MARY 531
CE 3.9, BW 1.0, WW 31, YW 61, MM 18, M&G 34, MCE -0.2, SC 0.5, FAT -0.002, REA 0.32, MARB 0.20, BMIS 17, CEZ$ 18, BIIS 16, CHB$ 20
Actual Birth Weight 89, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 491, Adj. 365 Day 868

LOT #121

Calved 4/30/2012 RE/LE 272
Owner: Hutchens Herefords, Lee Hutchens, Austin, NV
Horned
BR DM CHANNING ET
H EASY DEAL 609 ET
C MS PURE GOLD 2003
UPH PROSPECTOR P152
LBH PROSPECTA 003K 859
LBH KREEDENCE LEGEND 604
CE 3.7, BW 0.2, WW 37, YW 71, MM 22, M&G 40, MCE 0.3, SC 0.6, FAT -0.002, REA 0.48, MARB 0.17, BMIS 17, CEZ$ 17, BIIS 15, CHB$ 22
Actual Birth Weight 78, Adj. 205 Weaning Wt 582, Adj. 365 Day 825

LOT #122

Calved 1/03/2012 LE 200
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
Polled
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117
MOHICAN WULF 28W
MOHICAN CARMEL 235R ET
CC MO DEVO 34P
DHR VICTORIA 984
DTK LADY PRIME LINE 579
CE -0.4, BW 4.7, WW 53, YW 84, MM 21, M&G 47, MCE 3.0, SC 0.8, FAT 0.006, REA 0.26, MARB 0.12
Birth weight: 75 lbs.
Moderate framed, deep ribbed, excellent muscle pattern, smooth shoulders, heifer acceptable. Weaning Wt. 720 lbs.
**LOT #123**

**DHR 28W RIB EYE 208**

Calved 1/17/2012 LE 208  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
Pulled  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
MOHICAN WULF 28W  
MOHICAN CARMEL 235R ET  
MOHICAN STATURE 51S  
DHR SUNNY 967  
DTK LADY BOOMER 366  
CE -1.2, BW 4.5, WW 53, YW 82, MM 19, M&G 45, MCE 2.7, SC 0.9, FAT 0.025, REA 0.29, MARB 0.15  
Birth weight: 74 lbs.  
Dark red color, long bodied, large testicles, picture perfect mother, heifer acceptable. Weaning Wt. 710 lbs.  

**LOT #125**

**DHR RIB EYE 225**

Calved 2/18/2012 LE 225  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
Pulled  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
MOHICAN WULF 28W  
MOHICAN CARMEL 235R ET  
CC MO DEVO 34P  
DTK SARA 724  
RD LADY SIERRA 013  
CE -0.5, BW 3.3, WW 45, YW 73, MM 19, M&G 41, MCE 2.7, SC 0.8, FAT 0.007, REA 0.26, MARB 0.12  
Birth weight: 72 lbs.  
Well balanced, long bodied. His dam never misses. Weaning Wt. 720 lbs.  

**LOT #124**

**DPHR CARBON COPY 404X 221**

Calved 2/13/2012 LE 221  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
Pulled  
WLB ELI 10H 83T  
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET  
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
MOHICAN GLORIA 41W  
WSF TRAIL LADY 515  
CE 0.1, BW 3.3, WW 51, YW 78, MM 26, M&G 51, MCE 3.0, SC 1.0, FAT 0.023, REA 0.32, MARB 0.23  
Birth weight: 70 lbs.  
Herd bull quality, awesome spring of rib, wide based. If you like lots of pigment, check him out. Weaning Wt. 700 lbs.  

**LOT #126**

**DHR HUNTER 233**

Calved 3/02/2012 LE 233  
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID  
Pulled 
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117  
MOHICAN WULF 28W  
MOHICAN CARMEL 235R ET  
MOHICAN PANAMA P90 ET  
WPHF PRM FJB MISS P90 280 722  
WPHF SARAH 60C 280  
CE -0.6, BW 3.9, WW 49, YW 81, MM 21, M&G 46, MCE 3.9, SC 0.9, FAT 0.008, REA 0.25, MARB 0.12  
Birth weight: 84 lbs.  
Pigmented, smooth shouldered. Weaning Wt. 620 lbs.  

---

THERE IS NO MAMA LIKE A HEREFORD-Sired MAMA

Net income of $51 more per cow per year  
and a 7% advantage in conception rate  
compared to straight Angus females.  
All this from a bull that is known for  
its fertility and easy going nature.  
Hereford bulls—better mamas and  
no headaches.  

Adding Hereford genetics  
to your herd makes perfect  
business sense in a cost-driven  
economy. Excellent conversion, hardiness,  
fertility, longevity and even disposition  
can help reduce input costs. These  
Hereford efficiencies are ideal for  
your herd, your business and your  
plans for the future in the beef  
industry. Low-maintenance  
cattle, long term profit.  

Dan and Teresa Daniels

HEREFORD RANCH

208-339-2341 − 1350 N. 2100 W. Malad Idaho 83252

danielsherefordranch@yahoo.com − Dan.Daniels@itd.idaho.gov − Find on Facebook @ danielsherefordranch
LOT #127  DHR RIB EYE 238
Calved 3/05/2012 LE 238
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
Polled
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117
MOHICAN WULF 28W
MOHICAN CARMEL 235R ET
CC MO DEVO 34P
DTK NORTHERN STAR 703
DD MISS EUREKA 016
CE -0.5, BW 5.2, WW 49, YW 79, MM 19, M&G 4, MCE 2.3, SC 0.7, FAT 0.007,
REA 0.21, MARB 0.11
Birth weight: 85 lbs.
238 is a total package. Moderate frame, pigment, heavy rear quarter, very correct. He will produce outstanding F1 females. Weaning Wt. 700 lbs.

LOT #128  DHR POUNDER 249
Calved 10/21/2012 LE 249
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
Polled
WLB ELI 10H B3T
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET
MOHICAN EUREKA 61G
DTK LADY EUREKA 359
LADY SIERRA 808
CE -2.0, BW 4.4, WW 45, YW 73, MM 21, M&G 4, MCE 0.7, SC 0.6, FAT 0.043,
REA 0.26, MARB 0.16
Birth weight: 84 lbs.
249 is sure to be a cowboy's favorite. Clean fronted, long sided, well balanced. Weaning Wt. 700 lbs.

LOT #129  DHR CARBON 253
Calved 10/18/2012 LE 253
Owner: Daniels Hereford Ranch, Dan and Teresa Daniels, Malad, ID
Polled
WLB ELI 10H B3T
MOHICAN XEROX 404X ET
LAGRAND MISS 243R ET
SBR MPH SIERRA 31E
RD LADY SIERRA 018
MARATHON LADY 722
CE -1.0, BW 4.8, WW 43, YW 71, MM 19, M&G 4, MCE 0.8, SC 0.7, FAT 0.041,
REA 0.27, MARB 0.17
Birth weight: 82 lbs.
253 is very clean, long deep sided, nice pigment. Don’t be fooled by the numbers, his 13 year old dam still has a perfect udder, and weans the heaviest calf every year. Weaning Wt. 725 lbs.

LOT #130  BF 980 SAMUEL ADAMS 2110 ET
Calved 9/14/2012 RE 2110
Owner: Brumley Farms, Don & Skeeter Brumley, Orovada, NV
Polled
GO L18 EXCEL T31
CRR HELTON 980
CRR 9B JULIANNE 405
TS PEERLESS BUILDER 8453
/S LADY PEERLESS 180L
/S MS PEERLESS 696F
CE -3.2, BW 4.9, WW 61, YW 98, MM 30, M&G 6, MCE 0.5, SC 0.7, FAT -0.011,
REA 0.43, MARB -0.04, BMIS 12, CEZ$ 10, BII$ 8, CHB$ 27
Birth weight: 80

LOT #131  BF 980 SAMUEL ADAMS 2111 ET
Calved 9/14/2012 RE 2111
Owner: Brumley Farms, Don & Skeeter Brumley, Orovada, NV
Polled
GO L18 EXCEL T31
CRR HELTON 980
CRR 9B JULIANNE 405
TS PEERLESS BUILDER 8453
/S LADY PEERLESS 180L
/S MS PEERLESS 696F
CE -3.6, BW 5.2, WW 61, YW 96, MM 30, M&G 6, MCE 0.8, SC 0.8, FAT -0.003,
REA 0.39, MARB -0.01, BMIS 12, CEZ$ 10, BII$ 9, CHB$ 26
Birth weight: 80

LOT #132  HHS 11X RIBSTONE 1213
Calved 2/19/2012 RE/LE 1213
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID
Polled
K 64H RIBSTONE LAD 157K
BAR1 157K, RED JASPER X11 ET
SB 122L MAIDEN 43P ET
/S 166 DOMINO 1514
HHS 166 DOMETT 5P02
HHS 301 DOMET 8907
CE 0.5, BW 3.7, WW 42, YW 70, MM 24, M&G 4, MCE 2.6, SC 1.1, FAT -0.015,
REA 0.28, MARB 0.03
Birth weight: 83#}

HHS 11X Ribstone 1213 is the highest performing 2012 bull. His sire X11 has an avg. BW of 78# on his calves. He excels in the fertility and carcass indexes.
**LOT #133**

HHS 21V FRANCHIZER 1235  
Calved 3/02/2012 RE/LE 1235  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
Pulled  
CC FRANCHIZE 39T  
CC PC 39T FRANCHIZE 21V  
CC MO VICTOR BOOM 53S  
SB ER 74L PRIDE LINE 241S ET  
HHS MISS PRIDE 1005  
HHS SANDMAN LASS 7S27  
CE 2.3, BW 3.1, WW 49, YW 79, MM 19, M&G 44, MCE 3.5, SC 0.5, FAT -0.003, REA 0.48, MARB -0.03  
Birth weight: 74#  
We have used his sire 21V on 40 head of first calf heifers with only one assisted birth.

**LOT #134**

HHS 21V FRANCHIZER 1235  
Calved 3/06/2012 RE/LE 1239  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
Pulled  
K 64H RIBSTONE LAD 157K  
BAR 157K RED JASPER X11 ET  
SB 122L MAIDEN 43P ET  
BB 013 SANDMAN 4214  
HHS SANDMAN LASS 8T16  
HHS 299 LASS 2M88  
CE 1.6, BW 3.9, WW 43, YW 78, MM 27, M&G 49, MCE 2.9, SC 1.0, FAT -0.017, REA 0.33, MARB 0.04  
Birth weight: 80#  
His sire is in the top 5% of the breed in fertility and carcass indexes.

**LOT #135**

HHS 21V FRANCHIZER 1248  
Calved 3/20/2012 RE/LE 1248  
Owner: Hawley Harrison & Sons, Clay Harrison, Heyburn, ID  
Horned  
CC FRANCHIZE 39T  
CC PC 39T FRANCHIZE 21V  
CC MO VICTOR BOOM 53S  
BB 626 NEON 8009  
HHS MISS PRIDE 1019  
HHS SANDMAN LASS 6T11  
CE 1.6, BW 4.4, WW 56, YW 90, MM 22, M&G 50, MCE 1.7, SC 0.7, FAT 0.000, REA 0.53, MARB 0.03  
Birth weight: 72#  
A high performance bull with lots of thickness. 21V, his sire, has a +.64 Rib Eye EPD. This places him in the top 5% of the breed.

**LOT #136**

CC 5010 SANTINO 9B2  
Calved 4/01/2012 RE/LE 9B2  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA  
Horned  
BR DM CHANNING ET  
BR DM SANTINO 5010 ET  
BR L1 DOMINETTE 7018  
CL 1 DOMINO 417P  
CL 1 DOMINETTE 752T 1ET  
CL 1 DOMINETTE 8184H  
CED 0.7, BW 3.4, WW 46, YW 70, MILK 18, M&G 41, CEM 11.1, MCW 87, SC 0.6, FAT 0.022, REA 0.10, MARB 0.24, BMI$ 17, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 16, CHB$ 23  
Birth Weight: 95  
Adj 205 – 650 lbs., Adj 365 lbs. - 1040

**LOT #137**

CC 5010 SANTINO 8W2  
Calved 4/27/2012 RE/LE 8W2  
Owner: Cooper Cattle, Terry Cooper, Oakdale, CA  
Horned  
BR DM CHANNING ET  
BR DM SANTINO 5010 ET  
BR L1 DOMINETTE 7018  
CL 1 DOMINO 417P  
CL 1 DOMINETTE 752T 1ET  
CL 1 DOMINETTE 8184H  
CED 0.7, BW 3.4, WW 46, YW 70, MILK 18, M&G 41, CEM 11.1, MCW 87, SC 0.6, FAT 0.022, REA 0.10, MARB 0.24, BMI$ 17, CEZ$ 15, BII$ 16, CHB$ 23  
Birth Weight: 95  
Adj 205 – 660 lbs., Adj 365 lbs. - 1050

**LOT #138**  

LUCKIS BEGINNER  
Calved 4/09/2012 Tattoo LLLG 32 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Pulled, Double Blk  
JCL LODESTAR 27L  
LUCKIS ULTIMATE  
LUCKIS SHAMIE  
LUCKIS R TRAVELER 5204  
NOVICE OF LOCHOBAR E09  
NOVICE OF LOCHOBAR A64  
BW -0.3, WW 42, YW 85, MA 27  
Birth Weight 76  
ADJ WNG 823, ADJ YLG 1258, ADJ SC 36.09, DOC 2  
A 50 % Lim-Flex out of an Angus dam and a homozygous black Limousin sire.

**LOT #139**  

LUCKIS FLERTATIOUS  
Calved 5/12/2012 Tattoo LLLG 43 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Double Pld, Double Blk  
LCC NEW STANDARD  
LOCHOBAR NEW STANDARD A50  
NOVICE OF LOCHOBAR E09  
LUCKIS POWER AID  
LUCKIS TEMPLess  
LUCKIS RAGTIME  
BW -1.2, WW 41, YW 85, MA 26  
Birth Weight 81  
ADJ WNG 822, ADJ YLG 1222, ADJ SC 36.29, DOC 1  
A 50% Lim-Flex, growthy, large feet and testicles, well muscled younger bull.
LOT #140  
**LUCKIS DREAM WORLD**

Calved 5/15/2012 Tattoo LLLG 44 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Double Pld, Double Blk  
LCC NEW STANDARD  
LOCHOBAR NEW STANDARD A50  
NOVICE OF LOCHOBAR E09  
LUCKIS RAWHIDE  
LUCKIS UTOPIA  
LUCKIS STARLET  
BW -1.8, WW 40, YW 84, MA 31  
Birth Weight 79  
ADJ WNG 853, ADJ YLG 1285, ADJ SC 35.43, DOC 1  
Our largest, fastest growing, heavy muscled 50% Lim-Flex bull.

LOT #141  
**LUCKIS ZERO**

Calved 2/6/2012 Tattoo LLLG 3 Z  
Owner: Little Luckiamute Limousin, Ves & Marge Garner, Vale, OR  
Double Pld, Double Blk  
LCC NEW STANDARD  
LOCHOBAR NEW STANDARD A50  
NOVICE OF LOCHOBAR E09  
LUCKIS UNSPENT  
LUCKIS SILVER DOLLAR  
BW -0.7, WW 44, YW 88, MA 32  
Birth Weight 76  
ADJ WNG 854, ADJ YLG 1249, ADJ SC 34.21, DOC 1  
A heavy muscled, long bodied, black, polled 50% Lim-Flex.

LOT #142  
**BBU CERTIFICATE # C1024796**

Calved 4/21/2012 LE 27293  
Owner: Silver State Beefmasters, Dalton R. Lowery, Fallon, NV  
Color: Black, Polled  
CJ’S SOUL MAN 168 RH  
STEVIE 688 LH  
EMS MISS BUFF 86-6 LE  
9239 LL  
97131 LE  
7131 LE  
BW -0.7, WW 8, YW 15, MILK 2, TM 6, SC 0.2, REA 0.10, %IMF 0.1, RIB FAT 0.02, RUMP FAT -0.07  
Birth Weight: 72  
Black Beefmaster Bull, Easy Flesching, Easy Keeping, Carcass Information, Scan Wt: 938#, REA 10, REA/CWT 1.07, IMF 2.05, RIB FAT .16, RUMP FAT .22

LOT #143  
**BBU CERTIFICATE # C1024808**

Calved 3/30/2012 LE 297131  
Owner: Silver State Beefmasters, Dalton R. Lowery, Fallon, NV  
Color: Black, Polled  
CJ’S SOUL MAN 168 RH  
STEVIE 688 LH  
EMS MISS BUFF 86-6 LE  
9239 LL  
97131 LE  
7131 LE  
BW -0.7, WW 8, YW 15, MILK 2, TM 6, SC 0.2, REA 0.10, %IMF 0.1, RIB FAT 0.02, RUMP FAT -0.07  
Birth Weight: 72  
Black Beefmaster Bull, Easy Flesching, Easy Keeping, Carcass Information, Scan Wt: 938#, REA 10, REA/CWT 1.07, IMF 2.05, RIB FAT .16, RUMP FAT .22

LOT #144  
**BBU CERTIFICATE # C1024807**

Calved 3/17/2012 LE 29128  
Owner: Silver State Beefmasters, Dalton R. Lowery, Fallon, NV  
Color: Black, Polled  
BLACK BAYOU 1071/3 LE  
IN THE BLACK 8648 LE  
648 LE  
607/8 LH  
LOTTA SOUL 270-5 LE  
APPLE ANNIE 9128 LE  
3128 LE  
BW 0.9, WW 8, YW 11, MILK 0, TM 5, SC -0.1, REA 0.20, %IMF 0.0, RIB FAT -0.01, RUMP FAT -0.03  
Birth Weight: 88  
Black Beefmaster bull, Good Disposition, Carcass Information, Scan Wt 1040#, 12.1 REA, 1.16 REA/CWT, IMF 1.92, RIB FAT .15, RUMP FAT .18

LOT #145  
**BBU CERTIFICATE # C1024803**

Calved 4/12/2012 LE 28179  
Owner: Silver State Beefmasters, Dalton R. Lowery, Fallon, NV  
Color: Black, Polled  
CJ’S SOUL MAN 168 RH  
STEVIE 688 LH  
EMS MISS BUFF 86-6 LE  
SEMINOLE 436 LE  
309/8 LH  
BLACK BAYOU 1071/3 LE  
IN THE BLACK 8648 LE  
648 LE  
607/8 LH  
LOTTA SOUL 270-5 LE  
APPLE ANNIE 9128 LE  
3128 LE  
BW 0.9, WW 8, YW 11, MILK 0, TM 5, SC -0.1, REA 0.20, %IMF 0.0, RIB FAT -0.04, RUMP FAT -0.11  
Birth Weight: 68  
Black Beefmaster bull, High IMF, Carcass Information, Scan Wt 1040#, 12.1 REA, 1.16 REA/CWT, IMF 1.92, RIB FAT .15, RUMP FAT .18

LOT #146  
**LC GOLD LABEL 361**

Calved 5/21/2012 RE 361  
Owner: Cardey Ranches, Don & Diana Cardey, Turlock, CA  
Color: Roan  
AR SU LU NU LOOK 331  
DJD GOLD LABEL 290X  
VSR POLLY MYSIE  
LC RAMBO 5160  
LC MARY AUGUSTA 7332  
LC MARY AUGUSTA 6039  
CE 0.0, MCE 0.0, BW 1.8, WW 18.1, YW 24.8, MILK 4.7  
Birth Weight: 83  
Actual WW 705, Actual YW 1175
An industry that helps feed the world is an industry worth fighting for... NCBA is fighting for YOU and needs your support

Join the Partnership

NCBA is and always will be a producer driven, grassroots organization that takes all policy and direction from producer members through initiatives brought forward in their state and breed organizations.

Engage in the Process

In partnership with its state and breed affiliates, NCBA is proud to represent U.S. cattle producers every day in Washington, D.C., on policy issues which are deemed priorities by members.

Protect your Legacy

NCBA is committed to protecting the future of the beef industry, its growth, profitability and its members’ ability to pass their ranches on to future generations.

NCBA members are boldly leading the beef industry into the future.

Get these exclusive NCBA Member Benefits

Discounts Up to $3,500 on Select New Holland Equipment
Discounts on Roper and Stetson Boots and Apparel
15% off Cabela’s Gift Cards
Up to $1,000 off John Deere Equipment
Caterpillar Equipment Savings
Subscription to National Cattlemen’s monthly newspaper and annual beef industry reference guide, National Cattlemen’s Directions

Questions?
NCBA: 866-233-3872
Return to:
NCBA
PO Box 912474
Denver, CO 80291-2474

YES! I would like to support my industry by joining NCBA today.

Name:
Business/Ranch Name:
Address:
City: State: Zip:
Phone:
Email:
State Affiliate:
Recruited by:

Total Amount Paid $

Payment Method
[ ] Check (Please make check payable to National Cattlemen’s Beef Association)
[ ] MasterCard
[ ] Visa
[ ] American Express

Credit Card Information
Number
Exp. Date
Signature

Join online: www.beefusa.org
Fallon Livestock Exchange, Inc. is the key market for Nevada livestock producers, and the Home of The Fallon All Breeds Bull Sale every February, and the Silver State Classic Special Calf and Yearling Sale held every December sponsored by the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association.

Fallon Livestock Exchange, Inc.  
775-867-2020

Monte Bruck, Manager  
(775) 867-2020 • (775) 426-8279

Selling all classes of livestock:

- Cattle
- Horses
- Sheep
- Goats
- Pigs

Every Tuesday at 11:00 a.m.